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The Gospel to Every Creature
The Business and Mission of Brethren in Christ Missions
The maps, the statistics, the financial and general reports are prepared
and published in the Handbook so as to report on this purpose. Maps tell
where our co-workers are located. As we pray for these people (the Lord
would be pleased to have us) we can pinpoint our prayers to specific areas
as well as to individuals.
General reports are prepared and published in the Handbook with two
goals in mind: a glimpse of present operations and a historical record for
future use. When prepared from this twofold viewpoint, it can be extremely
valuable for the present and the future.
The statistical section (to a limited degree) reflects the progress of the
work. Comparisons of one field with another are impractical and inadvisable,
since operational patterns differ and even meanings of terms differ from
one field to another.
The financial reports are published so that all might know how gifts
to missions are used.
We who have shared in the missions thrust give thanks that the Lord
has made possible such a report—to the praise of His grace and for the
further advancement of His Name.
Henry N. Hostetter
Executive Secretary

Missions in Our World
To the Brethren in Christ the ministry and message of Jesus Christ and
His Kingdom is the heart of the missionary message. What is here reported
by our co-workers is not a glowing take-over of the world, but it is a witness
to what God is doing. This is still the day of much poor soil and many
tares, but there is also good soil and wheat.
Most of us will be reading this material in the quiet, peaceful atmosphere
of our homes amid a heritage of Christian teaching and years of Christian
environment. If these reports could reflect the atmosphere and surroundings
as well as provide glimpses of the work, the meaning and weight of these
statements would likely be increased many fold.
We rejoice that God in His mercy has not forsaken the increasingly
corrupt, sinful and God-defying world. On the opposite, He has verified His
Word to our co-workers: "But in every nation he that feareth Him and
worketh righteousness is accepted with Him." May every reader be able

to sense this fact with the same kind of joy that thrilled the early church
leaders when they heard the story of the visitation of God to the house of
Cornelius.
Three outstanding facts came into sharp focus as the Director of Missions
spent 3 months with our missionary and national brethren in planning
strategy for intensification of ministry and outreach.
1. We face unprecedented opportunities to spread the good news of the
gospel of Jesus Christ even in this world of unrest.
2. There are miracles of transformation taking place on every mission
field.
3. The tremendous challenge of working with the missionaries and nationals in analyzing the work, mapping strategy and planning new advances
to build stronger churches and penetrate new areas, leads one to believe
the church will continue to grow in numbers and strength if the Lord delays
His coming.
This advance is reflected in the building of a chapel at Navajo, the
relocation of the mission in San Francisco, the further developed contacts
in Chicago, the plans for increased nurture and evangelism in Africa, the
approval of church constitution and the pastoral support and training program
in India, the adopted mission policy in Japan, and the solidified and increased outreach in Nicaragua. Many more reflections of progress are
interestingly presented in the following pages.

Rhodesia

Henry N. Hostetter
Director of Missions
BISHOP'S REPORT —

The

Church

Manual of Doctrine and Government,
now being translated into the vernacular, will serve the very useful
purpose of making known to every
pastor and church worker the inner
workings of the church and the responsibilities that individual Christians must carry.
During the year the Church Executive Committee decided that as
a policy two-thirds of all the money
collected in each district be returned to the district and one-third
be retained to support the superintendents, evangelism by nationals,
transportation for district superintendents, etc. This move thus shifts
more responsibility to the local
church and districts.
For a number of years the District Superintendents carried most

of the responsibility for the churches under their care. Now many more
local and district men are helping
to carry the load. We are greatly
encouraged to see this development.
The General Conference of 1967
authorized the inauguration of a
Prayer Program for the church in
anticipation of revival — similar to
Evangelism-in-Depth and New-LifeFor-All. Preliminary meetings have
been held and weekends of prayer
are now in progress. We are looking
to the Lord to reveal His will concerning "New Life" for the church
here and the many outside of Christ
in our land.
The number of church accessions
compares favourably with last year,
though somewhat less. We baptized
347. We need pastors that can shepherd these converts and build them

up in the faith. We are grateful for
those pastors who are faithful, yet
we need many more.
Church giving is on the increase.
I believe that greater understanding
is developing. The Matching Fund
plan for the church finishes with
1968. By that time we anticipate
that the sending church's contributions may be on a Capital Fund and
Special Project basis, enabling the
placing of the Lord's money in the
most strategic places.
Significant changes in 1967:
The three mission schools, in
charge of nationals for the first
time—Mr. Leslie Khumalo (Mtshabezi), Mr. Jack D. Ndlovu (Matop o ) , and Mr. Iddo Kumalo (Wanezi)
—had a profitable school year.
The three mission station coordinators, have been able to spend
more time out among the people.
Their church assignment, as given

by the Rhodesia Church Executive
Committee is as follows:
A. Youth activities, responsible to
the District Superintendent
and
Bishop, and working with the Youth
Committee and the area youth representative. Youth Rallies, at least
three per year. Youth Conferences, at
least three per year.
B. Village visitation.
C. Evangelistic meetings—at least
one each term.
D. Preaching at different churches—in consultation with the District
Superintendent.

The Evangelism Team in the persons of the Glenn Freys, have just
completed one and one-half years in
their assignment. The task of training the pastors, evangelists, and overseers requires Spirit-led skill, diligence and fortitude. They deserve the

careful
church.

prayers

of

the

sending

The work of evangelism continues
to hold a vital place in the maintaining and building of the church.
Pastors and evangelists must work
hand in hand. When the evangelist
leaves, the pastor must nurture the
converts. Untrained men sometimes
find this difficult. The Bible Institute must develop and cover this
problem, possibly by taking a Mobile Bible School to the districts.
The effort to locate the Bible Institute in Bulawayo has come to
failure, as the government has turned
down our application. We now seek
guidance as to which station the
Institute shall be located on.
The program of the
Christian
Service League has been changed for
the girls to Ubaga luka Kristu (The
Light of Christ). The boys' program
has also been changed but the name
retained. The program is now
church-oriented instead of missionoriented.
The work of establishing a church
on African soil demands the best
each missionary and national worker

can give. To perform daily the demanding tasks of the office, classroom, examining room or pulpit,
requires a vigilant daily plan of
Bible study and prayer. To fail here
leaves the door open for Satan to
hinder progress in the Christian
witness. To remain spiritually on top
as individuals is our personal responsibility. But we demand on the
home church "to hold the ropes"
and remember us diligently in detailed praying. Is it too much to say
that the sending church needs to
pray more knowledgeably, more understandingly and more willingly
for the work and workers in Africa?
Administratively
there are problems. We know we need better
qualified pastors and leaders, new
church, buildings, larger church offerings, greater depth of Christian
experience. We know it is comparatively easy to get converts; to hold
and nurture them is another thing.
We know we need better medical
facilities to care for the physical
needs of our medical parishes, an
alive, relevant youth program, a
larger literature witness. The difficulty is to find the HOW.

The church in Rhodesia commemorates the Lord's Supper. Rev. M. Sibanda
serves the cup to Jonathan Dlodlo, new pastor of the Wanezi Church, teacher
at Bible Institute, son of retired overseer at Matopo.
10

An evangelism team—a deacon and four preachers—in the remote Gokwe area.
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We go forward only under the
assurance, "My grace is sufficient
for thee."
Alvin J. Book
EVANGELISM
TEAM —Ye
that
make mention of the Lord, keep not
silence, give him no rest till he make
Jerusalem a praise in the earth"
(Isaiah 62:6,7).
Truly if the church is to be a
praise in the earth today, it must
be a witnessing church, every member mobilized—saved, filled with
the Spirit and set going for God.
The team—usually ourselves and
two or three African evangelists or
Bible Institute graduates—held meetings at about twenty places during
the year.
At most of the churches there was
a school, giving us great opportunity
for evangelism and nurture. In the
morning members of the team would
take the various age groups for Bible study and messages at their level.
The children were quick to respond.
Village visitation filled the balance
of the forenoon. We realized the

value of the personal contact as folks
came to the Lord in their homes.
In early afternoon there was an
adult Bible study and a young people's service at the same time. Many
of the latter were students who had
stayed on from school for a second
service.
The evening evangelistic service
was flexible, sometimes held in the
church, sometimes around a campfire, sometimes in a village.
Prayer Day was held on Saturday
at some places. As talks on prayer
were given and the people prayed,
the Holy Spirit was near. The people
began to see new truths and have
new hope; they were encouraged to
continue these prayer times.
One-day or weekend Home and
Family Conferences were held at
various places in conjunction with
the evangelistic meetings.
We rejoiced to see at General
Conference the beginning stages of
the Evangelism in Depth/New
Life
For All movement, about which we
had held discussions with members
during our outstation and village
visits. As the Committee met in
prayer and discussion, we decided
to call "Days of Prayer," Friday
evening to Sunday noon (Jan. 19-21,
1968) for 142 church leaders and
missionaries, the Committee members to meet a day prior for prayer.
We praise the Lord for His working in our midst.
Glenn C. Frey
FINANCIAL SECRETARY —

We

are

still at the job trying to keep the
teachers and missionaries happy getting their checks out on time. We are
most grateful for all of those who
shared in helping the Board for Missions to meet its budget again this
year. We hope to see many of you
in person next year.

A backslidden preacher/teacher for
28 years, Aaron Khumalo, has come
back to the Lord through prayer and
visitation in his village and was taken
back into church fellowship in August, 1967. His faithful praying wife
rejoices with him.

C. R. Heisey
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MATOPO BOOK ROOM — Our

past

3. Short-term evangelistic campaigns were held by literature personnel, using literature as a tool. It
has been heartening to see church
members take tracts to specific individuals whom they want to see won
to the Lord.

financial year has been very encouraging. Bible sales increased by more
than 2 5 % over the previous year;
sales of Christian books and literature by more than 3 3 % ; and sales to
other Christian bookstores, by more
than 6 0 % . Well over 5 0 % of all the
Ndebele and Zulu Scriptures sold
in Rhodesia are sold through the
Matopo Book Room.

4. A most encouraging development has been the selling of inexpensive condensed books which, besides being more economical, are
also more easily absorbed by the
less educated.
5. Book Room personnel further
participated in the church program
by visiting homes with the evangelism team, speaking at conferences,
serving as Sunday School teachers,
and assisting in the pastoral and
visitation programs of the urban
congregations.
In person-to-pcrson contacts bookroom personnel have seen scores and
scores of individuals making firsttime decisions for Christ and have
spent hours in prayer with sincere
Christians seeking God's help to
overcome difficulties. It is a joy to
spend our days hard at work for
God, knowing that the Holy Spirit
touches hearts and changes lives
through the written, living Word of
God. It is our prayer that we may
clearly discern the leading of the
Holy Spirit as new opportunities for
advance are presented.
Donald R. Zook

To give you an idea of the volume
handled annually, we compiled a list
of the last twelve months' sales in
several categories: (1) over 23,000
Scriptures (Bibles, Testaments, Gospels) ; (2) more than 175,000 educational and religious books; and
(3) more than 1,000,000 exercise
books, rulers, pencils, and stationery
items.
In addition to the things sold,
many thousands of Scripture Gift
Mission booklets, Gospel tracts and
Sunday School papers have been
given out free to Christian workers
for use in their work. It is exciting
to come to work each day and meet
the people whom God has prepared
for us to help.
Areas of Outreach:
1. Promotion of religious books
at church conferences, youth meetings, and weekend baptism/communion services. Foundations laid
by promotion in previous years
seems to have borne fruit; this year
sales have been much higher than
previously. Sales at one such weekend service are consistently higher
than those of colporteurs doing a
month of house-to-house visitation.

BULAWAYO C H U R C H E S — " B u t grow

in grace, and in the knowledge of
our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ."
. . . Much of our concern is that
the growth of the Church is not so
fast as we would like to see. But God
has been at work.
Weekly church offerings for the
church treasury have been more than
double those of 1966. In addition,
many church members gave sacri-

2. House-to-house visitation by
church members distributing free literature has resulted in many decision
cards being received and in requests
for correspondence courses. Personal
follow-up with these people has
brought many interesting contacts.
13

ficially in order to help complete a
two-room Christian education addition to the Mpopoma Church. These
offerings came after many hours of
prayer, committee meetings, and
personal visitation and were the result of decisions of the local church.
Sunday School attendance increased about 1 5 % over the previous year and attendance in classes
of converts preparing for church
membership increased more than
3 5 % . Our church leadership showed
a desire to see people saved—not
just attending church. Hundreds of .
homes were visited personally.
Miriam Stern and Thata Book
have given inspiring leadership to
the women's weekly Bible studies.
African leadership is also developing. Some of the women invited
neighbors to their homes for the
meetings.
By request of the young people
at Mpopoma, special young people's
meetings have been held every two
weeks during the past six months.
While attendance has not been high,
interest has been keen.
In the Magwegwe congregation,
the number of adults attending services regularly has more than trebled
during the year.
But much remains to be done.
Multitudes within earshot are waiting for the Gospel message to be
communicated to them in a loving
and understanding way. Young people are waiting for something to
capture their energies and imagination. People who speak other languages turn disappointedly away as
wc speak to them only in English
and Ndebele. Hungry church people are praying for revival . . .
Donald R. Zook
YOUNGWAYS HOSTEL—The big dif-

ference between the shoe family and
14

Evening prayers at Youngways.
a normal one is the rate of fluctuation. With thirty children for part
of the year, we were crowded—and
limited as to a solution. All in all,
it has been a good year with many
persons learning
many
lessons.
Greater emphasis on teenagers necessitates an altered climate from that
of several years ago. Our present
challenge is to help these young
people lay a good foundation so
they may ultimately find their Godplanned niche in today's chaotic
world.

schools and Sunday School workshops.
Highlights in the church program
were the two one-week evangelistic
campaigns, the annual Bible Conference, t w o baptism/communion
services, two Men's Fellowship meetings, the Rev. P. M. Khumalo's firsthand report of the Berlin Conference
and an unusual number of services
with guest speakers from America.
The secondary school at Matopo
continues to grow. With an increase
in enrollment of one section — 30
students — over 300 young people
had the opportunity to study in a
Christian setting. A new Form IV
classroom block was built to accommodate 1968's new section.
Mr. J. D. Ndlovu, the principal,
gives dynamic spiritual emphasis to
the school spirit. His leadership in
morning assemblies, evening prayers,
and in the church program outside
school hours is a challenge.

Witnessing and Christian Service
are encouraged
through
Gospel
Team, community Sunday School
and
Young
People's
meetings.
Scripture Union has become a popular voluntary organization; two
large groups meet each week for
Scripture study and discussion.
Matopo Clinic sponsored Well
Baby Clinics the second Tuesday of
each month; a total of 627 immunizations were given. Dr. Stern made
visits on the third Tuesday of each
month. There were 385 school and
community inpatients during the
year, 138 babies were born, and
1,818 outpatient treatments were given.
We praise God for the definite
answers to prayer this year.
K. A.

Bulgrien

MATOPO DISTRICT — The

unusual

workings

amid

Lord's

the usual

We are missing VSer Esther Hennigh who left our staff recently after
nearly three years of diligent service, mainly in the kitchen. We are
trusting there will be an early replacement.
/ . M. Stern
MATOPO MISSION — Another

year

of history—yet not just another
year! For the first time Matopo
Church had a national pastor. Matopo Secondary School had a national principal and the Women's Prayer
Group had a national leader. We
praise God for these leaders and
their fine work.
Each of the missionary couples
spent at least one week in evangelistic work in the outstation areas;
there was also missionary participation in outstation vacation Bible

Men's group from Matopo Mission sing at Wanezi Regional Conference, 1967.
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routine of circuit activities cause our
hearts to rejoice.
After the first of two church leadership conferences, five teachers responded with their decision to tithe.
At the second conference, the need
for qualified pastors was discussed;
we happily report the completion of
the Bible Course by one pastor and
the enrollment in the course of another.
A
baptism/communion
service
was held at Guga in the Emagusweni
area for the first time. Spiritual
hunger was evident as sinners and
Christians assembled—among them
a Tonga man and his several wives.
The Home and Family Conference
at Tshalimbe was so much appreciated that request was made for
another.
During the Evangelism Team's
week of visitation at Swazi, ex-Chief
Makheyi Mabhena repented. We rejoice with him and his faithful wife,
Ma Ngwenya.
We recognized God's help—and
continue to pray for revival.
P. M. Kumalo,
District Superintendent
MTSHABEZI MISSION—In

As we look back over the year,
it is with a sense that the Lord has
undertaken and helped in many
wonderful ways.
Weeks of evangelism, youth rallies,
and pastors' retreats were held in
the three areas of the Mtshabezi
Circuit. These were very challenging
and brought much blessing to our
own lives. We had the joy of leading
many to the Lord. Village visitation
proved a great blessing; it is perhaps the most effective way of winning people to Christ. During visitation, Gospels in the vernacular were
freely distributed. In most cases afternoon Bible studies for church
members were well attended. The
theme of these studies was the life
and witness of the Early Church,
and many good discussions resulted
from these talks.
The day's schedule was similar to
that of the Evangelism Team described earlier.
Eternity will reveal the results.
We look forward into 1968 praying
that in all things we might please
Him who has called us to be like
Him and to serve Him in Rhodesia.
A. R. Harvey

January,

1967, the school work on the mission became a responsibility of Mr.
Leslie Khumalo. He executed his
duties as a principal very well indeed: the Teacher Training Institute, the Girls' Central Primary
School and the Practicing School
have run very smoothly throughout
the year.
The responsibilities of the missionaries have changed somewhat. To
the Farm Managers, the Church
Executive gave as additional assignment: (1) Holding evangelistic services in the outstation churches, and
(2) Visitation of the outstation
churches on Sundays.

MTSHABEZI DISTRICT — The past

year has been one of abundant blessings from the Almighty.
Important church meetings
and activities:
1. In the District Council meeting
in March at Wabayi, some of the
items discussed revealed great interest in church work and concern
for the lost.
2. Baptism/Communion services
were held at Mtshabezi Mission,
Shake, Lushonkwe, and Mayezane.
Total number of new members: 92.
Received back into membership: 14.
Increase over previous year: 106.
16

Nurse Erma Gish examines a newborn infant.
3. One-day Youth Conferences
were held at Tudi I, Mapane, and
Lumene.
4. A one-week Bible School was
held at Sitezi.
5. In addition to the full-time evangelists, some church leaders—missionaries, teachers, deacons, pastors,
and laymen—were included in special evangelistic efforts.
6. A number of churches have organized committees on the local
church level and appointed their own
pastors.
7. The Church Executive Committee members conducted meetings
aimed at keeping church people well
informed of the latest developments
in church work and practical aspects
of Christianity.
8. By giving one-tenth of all the
proceeds from the sale of farm produce, the Farm Manager at Mtshabezi Mission has been teaching in

a more realistic way about the essence of tithing.
9. Two hundred and twenty-three
women gathered at the Mtshabezi
Church on the 20th December for
their annual meeting. It was a full
program crowned by the blessing of
the Lord.
As we look forward to the new
year, we pray that we may have
deeper spiritual insights.
N. S. Mojo,
District Superintendent
MTSHABEZI MISSION HOSPITAL —

1967 has been an epochal year for
Mtshabezi Hospital. A thirty-five
bed pediatrics ward, a twenty-seven
bed tuberculosis ward, and connection with the main electric high line
will soon be completed as a result
of a $41,000 grant from BREAD
FOR THE WORLD, a philanthropic
organization in West Germany.
17

WMPC kindly re-directed its project from provision for a pediatrics
ward to a second doctor's house and
a two-bedroom extension on the missionary nurses' residence. Construction of these units was carried'out in
faith, as the need for them was
urgent. The Junior Prayer Band has
agreed to take the need for laboratory equipment as their project.

The theme of our District Council
was "The Early Church." The council decided to elect a district youth
committee and a Sunday School
committee. The former planned six
youth days for the area. These have
been well attended, interest and inspiration have been good. A Sunday School workshop for pastors and
workers was a blessing to the work.

In the analysis of the hospital
program, its needs, and its potential,
the following needs were listed:
Laboratory/Outpatients' Unit, Surgical Unit, Storage and Maintenance
Unit, Public Address System, additional housing for a hospital business
manager and for African registered
nurses, an automatic water filtration
unit with electrical pump, fencing
for hospital and residence block,
Chapel, Mortuary, Unit for housing
patients' relatives and waiting mothers.

More men in the church has been
our prayer. Thank God for some
answers. Pray for several men who
repented recently. Diwa, the Bushman chief, seems to be making good
progress after backsliding and returning to the Lord. We were saddened when a man who had repented
and sought God was bitten by a
black mamba and died very soon
afterwards.
This year again the offerings for
the district were up about 1 3 5 %
over last year and nearly 700% over
two years ago. New life, we believe!

A laboratory/X-ray technician, a
business manager, a second doctor,
and additional nurses are being
sought for the hospital staff.
The Lord has done great things
for us in the material realm. In the
spiritual area, too, He has answered
prayer by sending a dedicated evangelist who has been significantly
used in leading many to the Lord.
/ . Myron Stern, M.D.
PHUMULA

MISSION /

As a result of the women's interest, the matron of the mission began a women's club. Enrollment has
now climbed to fifty. A number of
clubs have also been started in the
outschools.
Ten missionaries spent varying
amounts of time during the year at
Phumula, studying Ndebele. This
kept the teacher very busy—along
with his other duties. However, we
trust that this will make them more
effective in communicating the love
of Christ to the people.

GWAAI D I S -

TRICT—Thanks be unto God for another year of unusual blessing.
The year was completed without
one staff change in the entire circuit—an outstanding fact for which
we give thanks to God. Many teachers have shown new interest in the
church and have grown spiritually.
A new Standard IV class was
opened at Sikente and enrollment in
the school was nearly one hundred
over last year.

On a recent visit to a rainmaker's
village, he said to us, "Keep coming back and showing us the way.
If we don't know the way, we may
choose the one with many thorns."
R. H. Mlilo,
District Superintendent
/ . R. Shenk,
(Mission Superintendent)
18

PHUMULA MISSION HOSPITAL — A

new house and a new doctor comprised the two major changes at
Phumula Mission Hospital in 1967.
Early in the year it was decided
that the hospital unit would need a
doctor's house of its own since a
married doctor was being assigned
to Phumula. Rev. J. R. Shenk supervised the construction of the
three-bedroom concrete block house
—a significant construction to the
physical plant.
A Canadian organization donated
several pieces of used equipment for
the hospital, including an electrocardiograph, operating table, suction pump, autoclave, and an old
but functioning X-ray machine. Unfortunately, because the hospital has
no electricity and because present
buildings are full, we have been
unable to install these much needed
items. We hope that in 1968 funds
will become available for facilities
to install this apparatus.
The patient load was down slightly from the record-breaking year of
1966. Measles continued to be a serious problem, at times reaching epidemic proportions.
Two young men, Kenneth Zondo
and Msindo Moyo, contributed to
the spiritual thrust of the program,
working part-time as hospital evangelists.
Roger C. Sider, M.D.

WANEZI BIBLE INSTITUTE —

Vic-

tory, disappointment, revival—this
year has had some of each; but perhaps to say it was a good year is the
most fitting.
We were off to a good start with
twenty-one pastors and teachers in
for the January two-week Bible
course. As the regular term opened,

there was a very good Prayer-Holiness Conference. One new student,
a church member wanting to work
for the church, realized that he was
not truly saved and found the inner
witness to the new birth.
We rejoiced to see eight men and
one woman — all already church
workers—come in May for the
Ndebele course.
The weeks of practical work were
appreciated by the students and the
communities in which we worked.
Two groups went out for the last
week of the term in April and three
groups went out in August. The
visitation, teaching and preaching
activities helped the students apply
the theory they had learned and
awakened concern in their hearts for
lost people. During that week in
August I saw more adults saved and
seeking God than in any other week
during our eleven years in Africa.
A Sunday school workshop and a
hospital evangelism conference gave
the students training in specific
types of witness.
Was it all good? No . . . It was
hard to receive word that a former
graduate of the Bible Institute became drunk and stabbed a man to
death . . . to learn of graduates who
said they were called to preach but
are now seeking higher paying jobs.
The need for dedicated pastors
causes us to pray continually for
God to raise them up. Many in service lack greatly in training and dedication. We believe that a revival is
needed and that God is sending it.

F. L. Holland

WANEZI

MISSION—Many

"first's"

characterized Wanezi this year.
The first African pastor of a B in
C mission station church was in19

stalled, followed by the election of
the first church committee—which
capably headed the church program
this year. Under this leadership
there was organized village visitation
and a special Sunday morning session with the pastor, Jonathan
Dlodlo, giving special counseling to
youth. Close follow-up was organized for those who responded during
revival meetings, prayer meetings
were conducted with special instructions for new followers, special attention was given to involve youth
at home during vacation time, and
organized prayer time scheduled.
God will move and work as we continue to pray and work together.
The first African principal, Mr.
Iddo Kumalo, was installed at the
secondary school. A new office near
the school helps the principal to
operate and to carry out his many
responsibilities more efficiently. A
new science building was completed.
The administrative duties previously carried by the mission superintendent have been divided between
the pastor, principal, and a first full
time farm manager. The farm manager is also assigned evangelism
work in the outschools. In the outstation churches one quickly sees
there are great needs. There is a
"great falling away"; but through
prayer, revival will come. At one
church a group of five were having
a prayer meeting when the farm manager and his wife arrived. Throughout that week this little group continued to pray. Backsliders came to
the Lord and souls were saved. One
prominent community man arranged
a business contact away from home
in order to escape the conviction he
was feeling as a result of the prayers
of those faithful few.
Youth are responding enthusiastically to the one-day youth confer20

ences held at the outstation churches.
At one church 450 youth were
packed on church benches arranged
under the trees because the church
was too small to accommodate the
crowd.
Homecraft had its first full house.
Enrollment had been low for the
past ten years. The arrival of 80
students forced the employment of
a third teacher, a storage room to be
converted into a dormitory room,
the cookery building to be used as
a regular classroom and the buying
of more equipment. What do these
girls desire? Some desire to be occupied ; a few, to be better homemakers; and others, to have more
education of any nature available.
The staff desires them, so that more
young people will be touched with
the Gospel.

both Christian and non-Christian,
was at Mwele. They were very happy
about the meeting. All said that the
meetings should continue. I think
that is a good way of leading men
to the Lord.
We had happy meetings at Gokwe
about 350 miles from Bulawayo. To
be there made us realize that the
church is growing. While we were
visiting the churches there with
Doctor Stern, one man was saved as
we spoke to him. Let us pray that

The hospital continues its ministry
to the bodies and souls of people.
Through tracts, mottoes, prayer
times, and the Bible lying beside
each bed, the Gospel is given. The
people are now enjoying the use of
the first properly constructed cooking shelter.
We are not called to bring all
people to Christ, but to bring Christ
to all people! We dedicate ourselves
to a new prayer ministry for a revival in the church in Africa.
Carl V. Ginder

WANEZI

DISTRICT—This year

we

received help from the Bible School
teachers who explained to us how
all the printed papers that have information about the church and its
work should be kept, along with
other advice and instruction.
In 1967 we had two Men's Meetings. The first one, with only church
men meeting, was held at Malole.
The second one, to which we called
21

the church will grow in the knowledge of the Lord.
God also worked through the
Freys at Ntunte School where six
women and three men repented.
God worked wonders there.
My wife stopped teaching to help
me in the work of the church. We
make good contacts with the people
and she is a great help to me as we
visit the churches.
M. Sibanda,
District Superintendent

Zambia

January, 1968. As training of our
national pastors is a vital necessity,
we thank God indeed. It is further
planned that when the Bible School
has been started, a mobile unit will
go out into communities to take
teaching and training to many who
cannot leave their homes to go to
the School. During this year preparations to open the school have included renovation of some present
buildings and the building of a new
washroom at Sikalongo Mission. We
pray the Lord to lay His hands
upon the persons who should be the
students for this opening year.
Events:
The Regional Conference held at
Sikalongo Mission took on new life
this year as the program was expanded and youth given their own
special place and program. A warm
spiritual challenge brought a unity
of heart and purpose which we trust
is God's moving in our midst toward
revival and a deeper spiritual life.

BISHOP'S

REPORT

—

In

keeping

with Zambia's forward surge in national development, the church has
worked diligently that it too may
serve the nation and people by ministering to the many spiritual needs.
We are happy to report progress on
a number of lines.
Developments:
With increased emphasis upon the
need for rural church buildings, one
permanent and commodious type
church, Siabunkululu, was built by
hard work and sacrifice. Several
other congregations have started
making plans to do likewise.
Delayed by extended negotiations
for a good site, we are now ready
to begin building a church in the
town of Choma. Until the church is
built, services are being carried on
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in two classrooms of the local government school. Thanks are due to
our many friends in America who
have contributed generously to the
building fund to make this possible.
Recording for Gospel broadcasts
has gone on in make-shift accommodations, the new radio studio is
nearing completion and is soon
ready for the equipment
from
America, financed by the Men's Fellowship. This unit, to be completed
1968, will enlarge our ability and
opportunities to participate in this
vital ministry. By invitation of the
government and without time cost
to us, Christian programs on our
national broadcasting network are an
open door to evangelism.
The Church in Zambia will realize
a long-cherished dream when Bible
School opens for the first time in

Anion Mweetwa, a manager of
our primary schools, was chosen to
take studies at Messiah College for
the 1967-68 school year and to represent the church in Zambia among the
congregations in America.
Eight separate visiting groups
from America favored us with their
fellowship in the early part of the
year. Their contacts have been an
encouragement to the church here
and, we trust, brought blessing and
increased understanding to those
who came.
As the five-year term for the
Zambian bishop expired at the end
of this year, the church chose Frank
Kipe to take up the office. As he,
with Sister Kipe, takes up these new
duties, may we be faithful in our
prayers for them and for the Church.
In these tremendous days of opportunity in a developing nation, the
spiritual resources need to keep pace
with the materialistic and nationalistic emphases. As the guidance and
SB . 11

Bishop Musser talking to Smart Mehle (right), the "pastor" who started the
work of our church among the Mandebele who moved from Rhodesia into the
Mumbwa area. Between them is a member of the Livingstone congregation.
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few cases requiring
disciplinary
measures and began taking a long
hard look at ways of strengthening
our influence against the temptation
to drink and immoral conduct
among some teachers.
As far as the educational administrative activities were concerned,
NAHUMBA MISSION—The unprecethere were 4 new schools and a 1 4 %
dented growth of the schools con- increase in pupil enrollment. There
tinued and, with it, the pains com- was the usual building work, the
mon to an expanding undertaking. normal supplying of books and
The glamorous part of development equipment, and an ever increasing
was now evolving into the realistic stack of office correspondence. But
whole.
the main characteristic seems to be
At home the pleasures of our found in the Youth Program that
family included from three to five began early in the year.
1-W's. We also welcomed guests at
Youth rallies were held throughour table occasionally as church out the entire church. At each rally
leaders
or missionaries
passed a Bible quiz team was selected by
through. The managers of schools tournament for competition at the
became well-known visitors for lunch, Regional Conference. There we had
or supper.
two full days of competition and
Various members of our teaching youth meetings choosing final winstaff received promotions or trans- ners from the Zambia churches. Durfers. Several spent the year in "en- ing the second term three-day youth
richment" training courses. Mr. A. conferences were held at both
H. Munkombwe was appointed to act Macha and Sikalongo Missions. Duras manager of schools in the absence ing the last term each church was
of Mr. Mweetwa. We regretted the to have its own Youth Day. Hun-

power of the Holy Spirit are constantly sought and realized, the
Church can become a mighty spiritual force bringing many to know
and follow Christ.
/ . Earl Musser
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A winner from Macha Church's primary level team contemplates his answer
in the Conference Quiz finals. '
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dreds found spiritual fellowship in
these activities, and for those of us
who participated with the Youth
Committee it was a year of blessing.
David M. Brubaker
CHOMA

SECONDARY

SCHOOL —

1967 began at Choma Secondary
School with 356 pupils enrolled.
This leaves one more section of Form
V and all classes which have been
planned will be on hand. The full
capacity of the school is 420 and
the enrollment could go nearly to this
figure by another year. The opportunity and challenge to the school
staff can be fulfilled only by faithfulness to God and to the daily work
of preparation and instruction.

ing of spiritual life. In a special
dedication service about 70, many
of them older pupils, stepped out to
declare a commitment to Christ for
their lives.
We rejoice in what God has done
for us. By His help we will continue.
A. Graybill Brubaker
CHOMA

BOOKROOM — Our

efforts

to reach the lost include distribution
of free tracts, Scripture verse calendars, sale of Gospel records, books
and mottoes, sale of religious pictures and Bible Study Helps. Our
fastest moving item is once again
the Bible in its various languages.
The use of religious book colporteurs
is still continued and proving worthwhile.
Changes in staff have been frequent.
The managership
was
changed several times. Various I-W
men have been of great service to
us.

The school year has gone very
well, with fine cooperation and good
spirit. A lot of the credit belongs to
the student leaders, particularly the
senior prefects. Much responsibility
is given them and a good school
year is possible only when they discharge their duties with courage and
Financially it has been our best
faithfulness.
year so far. We trust and pray that
The academic record of last year success also characterizes our spiritwas good. The school has settled ual efforts.
into its pattern and is building good
The church program at Choma
traditions. The sports program is Local School still continues with
fulfilling its task which is to stir good interest. Progress in building
school spirit and provide outlet for the church has been slow, but we
the energies of the pupils. The clubs feel sure that another year will see
and other activities provide a well the construction of this long awaited
rounded program.
building.
Central in the philosophy of the
George K. Kibler
school is the belief that the spiritual
life of the pupils is by far the most
LIVINGSTONE—"You can sing betimportant. This is evidenced in regu- ter than that! Sing loud enough to
lar daily and weekly exercises. How- dismantle the rafters. The bagwashi
ever, the most encouraging sign of will put them up again." These were
the whole year and probably of the the words of the chorister to our
school's history was the good re- Youth Conference group in the Masponse during the special Christian ramba Church. Perhaps you would
Life weeks. The number of seekers say, "Raise the roof" instead of "diswas not more than in other years mantle the rafters," but you can
but there was a noticeable deepen- catch the enthusiasm. And the bag-
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washi—the I-W volunteers—did not
have to put the rafters on again because our Maramba Church is well
built. These fellows did make a contribution that we appreciate very
much: they painted the sanctuary.
Many of our American readers
shared in starting this first urban
church in our Zambian work. We
are glad to tell you that those who
worship here gave generously to
finish paying the debt on the building this year.
A ministry that takes more of our
time is with the two hundred young
people at teachers' college. And having the Kipes head the college made
the contribution of our Church
greater than before.
Lamar Fretz
MACHA MISSION—We opened

our

secondary school for the first time
with two classes of Form I, a total
of 69 girls. During the year, in addition to regular classwork, the pupils participated in some competitive
sports programs and presented a

total of three public programs of
drama and music.
The primary school was again
filled with one class of grade 5, one
of grade 6, and two classes of grade
7. Good responses were seen among
these students during times of revival, and our prayer is that their
Christian influence and teaching
will not be forgotten.
The past year saw great strides
in our youth program. Macha was
host to its first three-day youth conference. Ten one-day conferences
sparked interest in out-school areas
and urged Bible study on Acts 1-10.
Enthusiasm ran high particularly
during quiz competitions at Regional
Conference. Even the adults could
not escape the spirit.
One of our most important first's
was the new church at Siabunkululu.
At most of the outschools, the school
children worship right in the school
building. But the people of Siabunkululu desired to build their own
church apart from the school. The
accomplishment of this goal was

Siabunkululu Church, 23' x 53', ready for the roof. By the door, Pastor
Jonah Munsanje, right, and helper.
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Edna Mudenda (Rev. S. Mudenda's daughter), for whose recovery many
prayed, and we thank God for His miracle! Shirley Heisey helped to nurse
Edna back to health. Edna is now teaching.

celebrated in the dedication service
June 28th. Another highlight for
these people was the first wedding
held in their own church on December 30th.
On the darker side, one of our
greatest spiritual defeats lies in the
area
of
polygamy.
Particularly
among our teachers it seems to be
a powerful force. In answer to
prayer, we have seen the danger
averted sometimes, but we press for
greater victories. We are thankful
for a new spiritual interest and hunger among some of our teachers. Do
pray that more may desire to seek
first the Kingdom of God.
Our passion for 1968 is that revival may begin within our own
hearts and may spread in ever widening circles throughout our community. More than anything else,
we need the prayers of God's people.
Glenn Schwartz
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MACHA MISSION HOSPITAL —

Ma-

kupe village is a small village by
Tonga standards. The road to the
village is a difficult one to travel. It
is 16 miles southwest of Macha Hospital. Rebecca Mweetwa lives there
and she is a victim of leprosy.
Rebecca had to walk 32 miles
every two weeks to receive her
medicines. One day when she arrived
at the hospital, it was noticed that
she had developed an ulcer of her
foot. An ulcer is a serious matter
for leprosy patients because an ulcer
is the beginning of an infection,
which may cause the patient to lose
toes or even a foot. Yet she could
hardly be blamed for her difficulty
because it was leprosy that had
caused damage to the nerves of her
legs and she no longer had the sense
of feeling in her feet. She had to see
the ulcer before she would know it
was there.

India

The main dispensary unit and laundry building at Sikalongo Mission clinic.

Rebecca was admitted to the hospital and was treated. When she was
discharged she was a happy and
grateful patient. The hospital was
now able to provide her with special
shoes to avoid ulcers and she no
longer has to walk so far for treatment, now that a clinic has also been
established at Siabunkululu about a
mile from her home. Progress for
Rebecca and the hospital unit!
There were other areas of progress
as well. A training school for Zambia
Enrolled Nurses was begun, new
buildings were constructed — two
trainees' dormitories, dining roomkitchen, ablution block, and a clinic
at Mangunza, and Funds have been
allocated by American Leprosy Mission for a ward for leprosy patients.
Spiritual progress has also been
made here at the hospital. Morning
prayers have proved effective; many
who have heard the Word have accepted Christ as Saviour. We do
pray for the many like Rebecca
Mweetwa who live within the area
of our influence. As a Hospital staff,
we seek not only progress in administration and in the physical
plant, but primarily that spiritual
progress should be made in the lives

of those whom we contact.
Robert Worman,
SIKALONGO

J

M D.

MISSION — When

the

L o r d s people meet together, God's
promise is with them. The various
phases of the work here at Sikalongo
have had God's continued blessing;
believers have been strengthened,
and the Gospel witness has gone
forth.
There was some time spent in direct evangelism. The Word was
preached to individuals, to groups,
and to crowds—in homes, under
trees and in buildings. We know
God spoke to hearts.
Two medical clinics in the outlying districts were opened during the
year, in charge of African Dressers
under our supervision. We pray that
through this avenue of service, the
Gospel Seed will penetrate.
For 1968 we are anticipating the
opening of the Bible School for
Zambia here at Sikalongo. Pray that
the Lord will put His hand upon
those who will give themselves to
the studying of His Word, in preparation to be church leaders, pastors,
and evangelists.
R. H. Mann
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Purnea

The church and mission continue
to operate as parallel structures,
though in a sense quite integrated.
Missionaries are part of the national
church and, as such, are members of
church council and church boards.
On the other hand, national ordained
pastors sit with the Mission Executive and thus help to determine mission policy. It was through the close
cooperation of missionaries, nationals, and the director of missions
from America that these new and
revised thrusts were planned and
instituted. (Varying degrees, rather
than total integration, seem to be the
basic policy of most mission-church
relationships in India.)

RE-

PORT—1967 was a milestone year in
the life of the Indian Church. A
revised "Constitution for the B in
C Church of India" received its
first successful reading during the
fall council. Upon the second reading the church will be in a position
to become a recognized and registered body in India. Also, the church
is coming to grips with the problem
of pastoral support. Due to the poverty of the country and the church,
a pastoral "self-help" agricultural
program is being worked out to enable the church to become self-supporting in the area of shepherding
the flocks, while evangelism will
continue to receive financial support
through the mission.

With the shifting sands of political instability, the sudden enforcing
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of laws over ten years old to expel
some missionaries and to make the
entry of new ones extremely difficult,
a thorough re-evaluation and, in
some cases, redirection of the mission program become a real necessity. Hence in the coming year we
anticipate projected advances in two
basic areas: literature and national
leadership training in Theology and
Administration.
Harvey Sider
BANMANKHI M I S S I O N — I n spite of

our being on overseas furlough, for
about six months of 1967, the two
basic teaching programs—the monthly Leader's meetings and the Homemakers Course—were carried on
without interruption through the
help and oversight of the other missionaries. Evangelism through laity
and preachers resulted in nearly
forty conversions, a somewhat lower
figure than in the previous year.
A new and fruitful experiment
was carried out by having the seven
pastors come to Banmankhi for a
one-day-a-month Bible training and
discussion period. It was obvious
that the materials gathered at these
meetings were sifting down to the
village level.
Harvey and Erma Sider

Dina Marandi with a Homemakers
Class. Whatever the subject, literacy
is being advanced!
:',()

PURNEA—Of particular joy is the

fact that we were privileged to build
and live in the new mission house
made possible by the WMPC project. We moved from the old rented
quarters on May 11, 1967, eight
months after work had begun on the
new house. Being in Purnea brings
us into frequent contacts with our
people, the Uraons. We have a
"lending library" in Hindi and it
has been gratifying to see the way
in which interest is shown in this
reading material.
The four camps held in nonChristian Uraon villages were profitable and we hope that we may have
an effective follow-up.
John and Ethel

Uraons at Worship (leader Barnabas Ming'h at
extreme right)

Sider

BARJORA—The work here falls into three categories: Church, Mission,
and School and farm.
We have enjoyed contacts with the
Dumeria, Birpur, and Kerjain outstations. The people at these places
appreciate the fellowship of the Barjora Church people and their moral
and spiritual support.
The school showed an increase in
the number of hostel children, mostly of Santal and Uraon background.
In order to stimulate interest in
Bible study, quiz teams from the
two hostels were formed and quizzes
based on the first five chapters of
John.
This year has seen a number of
first's on the farm. The corn crop
actually showed a balance, due to a
heavy yield of 62 mounds, or 4920
pounds, of shelled corn from three
acres of land. This same land was
then planted with rice—all within
a period of five months. A new
variety of early Taiwan rice was
planted in April and harvested in
July with an exceptionally high

yield. Thereafter this field was immediately replanted and the second
crop within the same year was excellent. By continuing this process
it could mean a 400 per cent rise in
our rice growing in this area. Between these two crops of rice we are
planning to grow winter corn or
wheat. With the, three crops thus
rotated, the potential from one acre
of land is quite amazing.
James and Doris
MADHIPURA

Cober

CHRISTIAN HOSPITAL

—Changes in personnel at the Hospital: Miss Leora Yoder returned in
June after spending the earlier parts
of this year on furlough and in Banmankhi; Miss Sally Thiessen, seconded
to Madhipura
Christian
Hospital from MCC returned to
Canada after giving more than two
years of valuable service.
Because of the opportunities for
evangelism among the TB patients,
we enlarged facilities, building another ten-unit TB ward and a new
cookhouse for the TB colony. The TB
program shows the greatest change
in the total hospital program. This
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reflects directly on the significant
contribution that Miss Esther Mae
Lenhert has made in this area.
There has been a marked increase
in the literature sales to the outpatients from the sales room in the
waiting shelter—one of the most effective ways of presenting the gospel to the outpatients, many of
whom have but brief contact with
the Hospital.
Total clinic visits: about 15,000
—including more than 2,500 new
registrations—slightly less than in
previous years. But there has been
an increase in the use of the laboratory and X-ray facilities and a sharp
increase in TB Ward admissions.
Dr. Lowell and Anna Jean Mann
SAHARSA MISSION — School:

Re-

turning from furlough at the end
of January, 1967, I found the school
running smoothly. The staff had put
forth special efforts to cooperate and
be present for the entire year, during
my absence.
The school continues to be full to
overflowing. One mother deposited
ten rupees at the beginning of the

who have inquired about Christianity and with whom there have been
lengthy discussions, with, literature
g;iven and readily accepted.
Erma Hare

Construction of new TB ward (Madhipura).
year to reserve a seat in the Kindergarten Class, but no vacancy occurred to cause the enrollment to
drop below forty.
Plant improvements included the
building of two spacious verandas
and, by adjustment of rooms, a library for which equipment and
books are being purchased from the
Heise Baby Memorial Fund.
Morning prayers, fifteen minutes
of Bible memory work during the
day and Saturday morning special
Bible classes have continued wi;h

Principal Esther Book and Head
Teacher Mrs. Rai of Saharsa School.
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interest. Many have purchased New
Testaments and Scripture portions
from the Reading Room, and tracts
are distributed free in every Saturday morning class. By the teacher
home-visitation program an effective
witness is being left in the community.
Esther Book
Literature Center: Sales, inquiries,
and opportunities have been greater
than in previous years. The reading
room has had more than 18,000 attendances in the past fifteen months.
In various melas or fairs throughout the year, about 1,500 packets of
Gospels and other booklets were sold
besides other Scriptures and Christian books. More than 25,000 tracts
were distributed, not indiscriminately, but in personal contacts or with
purchases of Christian literature.
Free Bibles have gone into two
public libraries. The Amber Urdu
(Muslim) library in Saharsa is requesting other literature also. The
library manager is one of several

D E L H I — T h e student work continues to be two-pror^ged: to work
with youth in an individual capacity
in our home, in hostels, in Bible
Class sessions, in retreats, camps,
etc.; and, second, to relate and contact young people in a church program for establishing them in
Christian growth and life. Marietta
has recently conducted, at the Free
Church where we worship in Delhi,
a series of classes with, college girls
interested in baptism and Joe leads
a Youth Fellowship group in weekly
Bible study.

Selling Gospel literature at Madhipura Christian Hospital.

of these are capable of receiving
shortwave broadcasts.
Radio broadcasting in India is
All-India
Radio
We keep a file of the names of Stale-controlled.
over 50 students who have left Delhi came into being in 1936, and its
and are now scattered to many dif- stations cover the nation. Radio has
ferent parts of the world: Canada, come to India and the number of
Zambia, Rhodesia, Malawi, Israel, sets is increasing rapidly.
The short-wave listener in India
Singapore, West Australia, England,
Afghanistan, etc. Three are taking is bombarded with many ideologies
advanced theological training in the from East and West. One of these
Seminaries of Harvard, Princeton, powerful voices is the clear call of
and Asbury. They having taken the the Far East Broadcasting Company,
step of discipleship, we keep in touch beaming from Manila, Philippines.
with them by a regular letter . . . This missionary radio station offers
God is continuing to process those free time to Christians in India who
who have left our influence, causing can produce the programs in India,
them to disciple others where they for India. This is our job. A job
too big for any one church or misgo.
sion, it is being done by twenty
Joe and Marietta Smith
missions and churches cooperating
with the Far East Broadcasting AsBANGALORE — Christian Radio
in
sociates of India. FEBA-India has
India:
While the western world concerns its headquarters in Bangalore. We
itself about trips to the moon, the are the nerve-center for the work,
man in India still cycles leisurely processing about 80 programs per
through streets congested with pe- week—programs which have been
destrians, ox-carts, busses, trucks, recorded in fourteen affiliated studios
buffaloes and motor cars. " T V " is and in our own New Delhi and
still just a name, and few have seen Bangalore-Moody studios. More than
it. But radios are here . . . more 21,800 letters were received from
than ten million of them, and 9 4 % listeners in 1967, and as reception is
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improving the letter response is
mounting.
Pray for this wide outreach of the
Gospel in South and South East
Asia. Pray for us, your representatives, in our responsibilities in administration and publicity.
Allen and Leoda Buckwalter

WOODSTOCK

SCHOOL — The

mis-

sionary children continue to attend
this school. The B in C has no missionary teaching at Woodstock; but
with more children of school age
coming up, it becomes increasingly
evident that we should have one
teacher there.

Japan

TOKYO — Three new cells were
added this year. We purposely did
not stress adding many this year,
sensing that the present cells needed
to gain in maturity. About half are
meeting in believers' homes and
half in seekers'. Average attendance
is 8-12 in a meeting with the national laymen doing most of the
teaching and leadership.
Yamaguchi-ken follow-up in Tokyo continues to be the most trying,
time-consuming, and least rewarding
of all our work. Trying to find
places and people is a continual
struggle. The young people keep
moving about and do not report
their moving. However, as we check
our guest book, it is encouraging to
see how many of them have visited
31
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us during the year. It would be a
full-time and rather costly job to
do it thoroughly.
Sunday Morning Worship — Our
attendance has been steadily climbing with an average of some 40
adults as this report is being written.
Contacts from cell meetings continue
to feed into this meeting, and other
ones as well. One basic change: I
no longer am the main preacher.
Since April Inamine san (part-time
helper of Carl Beck in MCC work)
has come one Sunday of each month.
Then often a guest is here for another Sunday, and so I speak just
once or twice a month. No financial
support is being given this group
from the mission. Probably by the
end of the year eight will have been
baptized from this group.

A self-governing young people's
group was begun in June; and they
provided the big forward thrust in
our door-to-door literature distribution for the Billy Graham Crusade,
contacting 5,000 homes in this area.
Sunday School shows a slight decrease in attendance, since Miss Ito,
our headteacher and leader moved
away in March. We can get the
children but we lack for teachers.
We are in the process of training
several new ones.
English Classes — six for Lucille
and four for me weekly—have taken
up much time. Andrew Stoner, arriving in September, eased the situation by taking over some of these
classes and he added a private class
on Saturday afternoon.
Lucille's cooking classes have an
enrollment of over sixty ladies. Although they come mainly for the
cooking instruction, they seem to appreciate the solid hour of Bible
study, singing, prayer, and discussion which is always included.
Student Dorm — Our first "son"
was graduated and left us in March
of this year. After that we reserved
the room for Andy.
CAJ — Our teaching there continues to be a joy and satisfaction
to us. A request from the school
presented to the Mission Board for
our continuance after furlough has
been granted.
John W. Graybill

been realized by most of the Christians here.
The high school camp was a time
of hard work but of great satisfaction. It was young Mr. Hirai's first
experience as evangelist at a camp,
but the Lord blessed and used him.
A high spirit prevailed and ten
young people—half of them local—
made decisions for Christ.

NAGATO—One of our main activities since returning from home furlough in March was to share with
our Nagato Christians the training
we received at Campus Crusade for
Christ. We conducted an institute,
with generous modifications, on the
4-Law Booklet. Response was quite
enthusiastic, but the full import of
this method of witnessing has not yet

A day-long fellowship with an enthusiastic group from a young
church in Ube was a recent outstanding experience. This group has
been started by Mr. Mine, a layman
and teacher, who is deeply committed to Christ.
Three of our members attended
the Billy Graham International Crusade in Tokyo, one especially for

The church people did a marvelous
job of organizing and conducting
the summer Children's Bible School.
Peak attendance was 5 5 ; and because
response was so good in Senzaki, the
meeting has been continued on a
once-a-month basis in that town.
The evening fellowship cells in
Senzaki, here in Fukagawa, and in
Shimonoseki have been graciously
visited by the Spirit. The significant
thing that is happening now is that
the members of the groups to which
we minister — Fukagawa, Senzaki,
Shimonoseki, Takibe, and Agawa—
are ministering to the other members in a new way through the Holy
Spirit. As we look at the New Testament, we feel that this very thing
is the meaning of the church as a
Body; and we pray for an increase
in this ministering to each other in
all the gifts and manifestations of
the Holy Spirit. We feel that the
greatest lack at this point in our
church people is aggressive personal
witnessing; and we ask your prayers
for a real moving of the Spirit in
this area.
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High School Camp attendants listening to messages. No building this year!
Notice the sleeping tents in the background.
the purpose of leading his family
to Christ.
Doyle Book
YAMAGUCHI—This report, at least
partly, will be an evaluation in
terms of our objectives in coming
to Yamaguchi from Hagi in the latter part of 1966, briefly: (1) a
realization that a move was necessary
for the next step in the growth of
the Hagi Church, (2) the challenge
of unevangelized university students
in Yamaguchi, (3) the opportunity
to practice what we preach by earning money toward our self-support,
etc.
I. Hagi—It is quite obvious that
the Omotomachi Church in Hagi has
matured tremendously in the last
year. No one stopped coming after
our leaving and offerings have held
up, too. The daily early morning
prayer circle has increased in numbers as well as in fervency.
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There are a number of new faces
—elderly and young; and the leadership has been pressed into providing
a weekly seekers' class in addition
to regular services—seven or eight
attending as the meeting place revolves among several homes, bringing the Gospel to non-Christian relatives sitting on the other side of the
paper partitions. Attendance, faithfulness in prayer, and the new seekers' class all indicate that baptisms
will follow in time. Recently the
leadership has requested more informal training and strengthening
through fellowship with other nonprofessional leaders of Christian
groups. This request we are planning to honor in the near future.
They have painted the main interior of the church, built a new
Sunday school room and put in some
additional lights. An elderly new
seeker has made cleaning her responsibility. Recently I was asked

to give advice about tearing down
the old and building new—at the
back of the lot to get away from
traffic noise and to make room for
parking. They would like to include
a downstairs bookstore in their
planning.
Joint Sunday morning worship
services with the other Protestant
church in town have become a regular practice on a turn-about basis—
a source of mutual strengthening
and a witness to the community.
II. Hagi-related places — Agawa
has weekly services under the leadership of Mr. Aburatani of Hagi and
assisted by Hagi, Nagato, and Yamaguchi. There have been encouraging
additions but also the usual country
exodus to the cities and so the group
remains small.
In Susa, Mrs. Takahashi, trained
by workers from Hagi, was doing
a good job until education and employment caused the family to move
away. We are continuing personal
work among Susa people but no
regular meetings.
In Esaki, the Matsubaras—members from Hagi, and the wife a
Bible School 'graduate'—have begun
sponsoring meetings with help from
Hagi.
In Yadomi our old and blind
Brother Hata still carries on a ministry, sometimes going over to Susa
also.
Hagi also maintains contact and
some classes in the remote village
of Kwakami.
III. Yamaguchi
University
Students—Our
ministry takes many
forms, of course. A press-conference
style question and answer period
which seems quite popular gives
wonderful openings for an informal
witness. I also have a class for freshmen on the developing new campus.
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An unusual opportunity came when I
was asked to help teach an economics
seminar for seniors. As a personal
follow-up for these group contacts
we have established hours in a downtown office where interested ones
may come for further chat and help.
To our surprise even professors
come in. Quite a few students are
buying and borrowing books which
we handle as a branch of our Hagi
store. Special opportunities come in
the periodic training camps where
the purpose is English but the result
is usually evangelism.
At the request of several student
leaders, we have begun a Bible study
class as a regular off-campus activity
and, for a group of twelve young
men from the engineering department in Ube, an English, study centering on religion.

sionary relationship. We are thankful that even our present work has
brought new members into the
churches here.

ings of Japanese society, set an example, give vision, make a contribution to teachers and students and
indirectly to the churches in the
cities involved.
V. Radio—We report a great increase in the number of responses
since the beginning of the daily
morning program. We have not been
able to give much, time to follow-up,
beyond the thorough job done by
the Radio office in Tokyo, but the
efforts we have made have not been
fruitful. My impression is that people are afraid of being exposed and
pressured . . . But even then, we
cannot help but feel that radio is
more than worth every dollar that
is put into it.
Peter A. Willms

IV. Self-support—Although
we get
paid for many of the services mentioned, they are not formal employment situations. But both Mary and
I are official employees of various
schools.
By these means we have been able
to contribute something over $200
per quarter to our support. Although
this does not begin to support our
family it is about the best we can
do, given a basically rural economy
and with the many non-paying services that we render. But it does show
us some of the problems and work-

Mary not only helps me in meeting these various university commitments but has ministered also to
a girls' junior college here in the
city.
III. Other Activities—As much as
possible we have continued attending the Green Park coffee shop hour
which gives us opportunities not
available elsewhere. Mary has continued her class for high schoolers
and has started a morning English
class for insistent adults. I have
continued the evening adult English
Class and the Bible study in Japanese
which I had been teaching here before we moved.
When we moved here we hoped it
would be possible to help local pastors who have in the past been suspicious of missionaries. Such trust
and opportunity is just now developing and we have been asked to take
certain classes in a local church. If
necessary we will cancel something
else in order to have time for this
very important pastor/foreign mis39

Through the clinic, medical consultation and medicine is provided
for the community. The donated
services of our Christian Doctor
Eduardo Aragon are greatly appreciated.

Nicaragua

Interest continues good in Schick,
with an average attendance of 36plus for
1967—including
more
adults. There is need for a more
permanent place of worship; services are held in an open patio affected by sun, rain, dust and wind.
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To bring the GOOD NEWS to a people who have never heard it face
to face has been our dominating
purpose in Nicaragua—especially in
Esquipulas where a new generation
has grown up since an evangelical
church there was closed around
thirty-five years ago. The doors and
opportunities are wide open at the
present time.
In Esquipulas our average attendance for the year was 87-plus.
During the year calls came from
three new places in the valley of
Esquipulas—a great challenge that
could not go unanswered. Now there
are services in Arollo, Santa Domingo and Caurezma. There has
been quite a response and a number
of decisions with some continuing
to follow the Lord.
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A doctrine class was started in
January in preparation for those
who want to follow the Lord in
baptism.
Economic progress in Esquipulas
has been reflected in the erection of
a modern grocery store and the installation of a water system. Though
the latter project was started eleven
months ago and all seems ready to
go, no water has been pumped yet.
A theater has been erected across the
street at the end of our lot. Activity
in the other church of the village
has taken on a more permanent nature; and, as a result of continued
opposition, our attendance has fallen. But we are thankful for the more
steady substantial group which attends and for those who come from
outside the village to our services.
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Amid trials and disappointments
it is marvelous how the Lord has
supplied strength, health, and other
needs.
The need for national helpers
continues; but here, too, though with
a test to faith at times, God has
marvclously supplied the needs. For
the needs and for moving forward
in outreach to the lost, we claim
Christ's promise in the latter part
of Matthew 28:20: "Lo, I am with
you alway . . . "
Howard

Wolgemuth

United States

remainder of the year was concentrated heavily upon follow-up work
as well as in making new contacts,
resulting in more varied activities.
We saw approximately 40 individuals profess decisions for Christ
in the various ministries conducted

over the past year; we trust the
Lord for even more souls because of
the promise that His Word will not
return void. We consider the year
1967 here in Chicago has been a
prosperous and rewarding year.
Charles Rife, Jr.

Life Line Mission
San Francisco, California

Chicago Mission
Through new and different programs we have witnessed the power
of God this past year. The Holy
Spirit does not require conventional
methods in drawing people to Christ;
He is pleased to work through any
program that uplifts the person and
work of Jesus Christ.
During a year that experienced
deep racial tensions within the slumridden inner city, we still had the
privilege of presenting Jesus Christ
as the solution to the needs of the
total man. And, as a result of the
Holy Spirit's ministry, we saw men,
women, boys, and girls experiencing
the reality of a new life in Christ.

The year began with a children's
Bible club, correlated with craft and
sewing classes. In June nine students
from Messiah, Wheaton, and Illinois
State Colleges conducted an intensified door-to-door evangelism which
resulted in the inauguration of seven
or eight home Bible studies. We
also conducted an adult sewing
class, a teen center from which a
Bible study was started, and a children's club. From these programs
we branched out into others in attempting to meet individual needs.
It was indeed a thrill to see the Lord
working in our own lives as well as
in those to whom we ministered. The

our work this year has been somewhat slowed up by our new building project, our regular program
continued. Nearly 50,000 free meals
were served to the men here on skid
row. In the clinic from January to
July, 548 people were treated. Most
of all we praise God that more than
a hundred men knelt at the altar
for prayer.
The Lord has also been blessing
the work of the Life Line Chapel.
The staff here at the mission is quite
After many delays in the remodel- busy helping with the youth activiing of our new location, it is now ties and various children's programs.
very near completion. This new lo- Continue to pray for the mission and
cation is about twice as big as our chapel and its outreach.
present building and will have much
The Lifeline Reporter, published
nicer facilities. We praise God for periodically, tells the story in more
this building which certainly marks detail and is available upon request.
a new advancement in the future of
Harold Paulus, Superintendent
the Life Line Mission. Even though

After a year filled with many
trials and discouragements in carrying out the City's injunction to relocate—when a development agency
purchased an 87-acre section of San
Francisco in a plan to rejuvenate
the downtown area in which, the
mission was located—we say with
the Psalmist: "I will lift up mine
eyes unto the hills, from whence
cometh my help. My help cometh
from the Lord, which made heaven
and earth."
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Navajo Mission

Mission Churches

Bloomfield, New Mexico
One hundred years have passed
since the Navajo Reservation was
allotted to the tribe by the U. S.
Government. In this barren land of
sand, rocks, sage brush, cactus and
deep canyons, these hardy people
not only survived but increased their
numbers to over one hundred thousand. What appeared to be a vast
expanse of wasteland proved rich in
natural resources of gas, oil, uranium, and coal. Royalties from these
resources, under the organization of
the tribal government, opened new
vistas of development and occupational opportunities.
At the same time this increased
human resource continued to dwell
in hogans of mud and sticks, often
hidden from the passer-by. Almost
to a man they lived blinded by sin
and fear, without a written language
or living messengers to communicate
hope in Jesus Christ.
Twenty years ago a Spirit-led
band of Brethren in Christ, willing
to endure hardness for the sake of
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the Gospel, erected a tent on Otis
Hill. Today at this same site the
love of Christ is radiated by Word
and deed.
This 20th anniversary year of
1967 was highlighted with the laying of the cornerstone of the new
chapel on June 10. This project, so
generously
underwritten
by the
WMPC's and JPB's prayers and finances, is a testimony to the concerted efforts and dedicated skills
of volunteer workmen, staff members and Navajos. April 28, 1968,
has been set for the dedication date.
This Anniversary Year report
would not be complete without reference to the ministry of a well
conducted school for between seventy
and eighty Navajos in Grades I to
VIII and a hospital with doctor and
nurses involving clinic and hospital
service for over 3000 people a year.
For the fuller story, read the
Navajo News, published bi-monthly
from the mission!
Samuel Minter, Superintendent
Allegheny Conference

Atlantic Conference

1 . Little Marsh (Jemison V a l l e y ) ,
Pa.
2. Blandburg, Pa.
3. Uniontown ( S e a n g h t s ) , Pa.
4 . W i l l i a m s b u r g ( M t . E t n a ) , Pa.
5. Three Springs (Center Grove
C h a p e l ) , Pa.
6. Sherman's Valley ( H o p e w e l l ) ,
Pa.
7 . Breezewood ( M t . C h a p e l ) , Pa.
8. Blairs Mills, Pa.
9. Ickesburg ( S a v i l l e ) , Pa.
10. Mt. Holly Springs, Pa.

1 1 . Bronx (Fellowship C h a p e l ) ,
N. Y.
12. Brooklyn, N. Y.
13. Hunlock Creek, Pa.
14. Llewellyn, Pa.
15. C a l l a w a y ( A d n e y G a p ) , V a .
16. C a l l a w a y , V a .
17. Allisonia (Farris M i n e s ) , V a .
18. Hillsville ( B e t h e l ) , Va.
Canadian Conference
19. Port Rowan
Ontario
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(Walsingham),

20. Virginiatown, Ontario
2 1 . P a d d o c k w o o d , Saskatchewan

2 6 . Cincinnati, O h i o
2 7 . Knifley, Ky.

Central Conference

2 8 . Columbia ( M i l l e r f i e l d s ) , Ky.
29. G a r l i n ( Bloomington ), Ky.

22.
23.
24.
25.

Pacific Conference

Hillman ( M a p l e G r o v e ) , Mich.
G l a d w i n ( M t . C a r m e l ) , Mich.
Sheboygan, W i s .
Dayton, Ohio

Sherman's Valley Brethren in Christ Church

3 0 . Salem, O r e .

Progress in Mission Churches
Isaac S. Kanode, Director
A Chinese proverb says "If you
are planning for a year, plant rice;
if you are planning for 10 years,
plant trees; if you are planning for
100 years, plant men." Most of us
plan for a year, some plan for five
years, but few of us plan for the
next decade. One of the areas of
concern in this department is to plan
and develop a program for the mission churches for years to come.
In this report we will endeavor to
share with you a few outstanding
accomplishments and victories.
At the beginning of the year 1967,
there were 29 churches in the Mission Church Department. During the
year, two congregations—Sherman's
Valley, Hopewell, Pa., and Mt.
Chapel, Breezewood, Pa., were transferred in fitting and appropriate
ceremonies to their respective regional conferences, thus assuming
the status of self-supporting congregations. The Bishop of the Conference and Director of Mission
Churches both shared in these acts
of transfer.
Services

started

at

Sunday School operating at first as
a Union Sunday School was organized in 1934 with an average attendance for the first year of twentyfive. For a number of years the
work was under the guidance and
supervision of the Home Mission
Board and the Saxton congregation.
In October 1949 they received their
first
resident pastor.
Consistent
growth followed and they were
transferred to the status of a regional
conference church on July 16, 1967.
The M T . CHAPEL Church was built

in

1915 to be used as a Union

1963—Present
Church. In August of 1932 the first
revival was held by Rev. Harry Fink,
evangelist. There were 87 seekers at
the altar. In 1933 it officially came
under the administration of the
Home Mission Board. The church
grew in numbers, facilities and
spiritual power. On July 9, 1967, on
the 35th anniversary of this growing
church, they were transferred to regional conference status.

SHERMAN'S

VALLEY in what was formerly known
as Groundhog Valley in 1933 in an
abandoned community church as an
outreach of the Saxton Church. The
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1955-1963

1932-1955

It was necessary for the Pastor
Transfer act at Mt. Chapel.

of the M T . ETNA Church, Williams-

burg, Pa., to resign for health rea47

sons, and as there were no resident
members at this place, it was decided that the best course to follow
was to discontinue the work at the
close of this year.
We have see evidences of progress and development spiritually,
numerically and financially among
many of our mission churches. A
number of our Sunday Schools made
substantial increases during the 19th
Forward Enlargement Campaign as
well as in average attendance for the
year.

The Mission Church Seminar at
Roxbury Camp on August 7-12, 1967
for the pastors of the Allegheny and
Atlantic Conferences proved to be a
time of challenge, inspiration and
blessing to the pastors and wives in
attendance. The speakers included
Dr. William Gillam of the Oriental
Missionary Society, Bishop Roy V.
Sider, Rev. Alden Long, Rev. Ralph
Wenger, Rev. Lane Hostetter, and
Isaac S. Kanode, Director of Mission
Churches. In addition to having the
various talks prepared in outline
form, they were also placed on tape.
These outlines and tapes are being
made available to any mission pastors desiring them.
The Director, in cooperation with
the Bishops, is in the process of developing guidelines by which a mission church can become a church in
the regional conference in as short a
period as possible. These guidelines
will be released as soon as finalized.
We do thank God for His blessings and guidance upon our mission
church program. With your continued prayers and financial support
we expect to see this program move
forward under the anointing and
blessing of the Lord.

CANADA
In August of 1967, Rev. and Mrs.
Ray Smee from Des Moines, Iowa,
conducted a DVBS and revival
meeting at the PADDOCKWOOD Church
in Saskatchewan, Canada. This well
planned and spirit directed program
brought spiritual renewal to the
congregation. While the work here
has
not experienced
numerical
growth as in some places, it has
none the less made a significant
contribution to the life of the
Brethren in Christ Church. Many
young people from this congrega-

tion have gone out to serve the
brotherhood in other communities
where they have made outstanding
contributions.
At the WALSINGHAM Church, Port
Rowan, Ontario, in 1967 a variety
of organized activities involving the
church in contact and outreach has
resulted in marked spiritual progress.
Children in grades 4 to 7 have
eagerly participated in an evening
of planned Bible study and handcraft held in the parsonage. The
attendance averaged 15. For loyal
attendance in Sunday School during
1967, twelve persons received Robert
Raikes certificates for the first time.
Four persons received their seal for
a second year of faithful attendance;
and three people, their fourth seal.
The DVBS held in July was a blessing in two ways: the Bible was
taught and the Bible School teachers
were mainly local people, thus
strengthening unity and the feeling
of being a needed part of the church.
The Ray Lofthouse family felt led
of the Lord to move into the area
in order to become an integral part
of the outreach program at Walsingham. Ray is sharing in the sponsoring of youth activities, with an
attendance of 15, and of the Men's
Fellowship involving 11 men. Their
concern for men in the community
has been paramount. A planning and
forward development committee was
appointed at an August council
meeting to formulate and research
plans for developing the local facilities. Planning has not been definite
up to this point. The building fund
has grown to over $1,000 through
the year.
The highlight of the year at both
Dobie and Kearns, centers of
VIRGINIATOWN work, Ontario was
the DVBS. During the week prior to
the Bible Schools a Child Evangelism

Fellowship missionary held 4- to 5day Bible clubs in the area. On the
weekend of these group activities the
Centennial Gospel Crusaders presented a program in song and word.
These two programs aroused the interest of the children of the community and were the means of getting the Bible School off to a good
start. Six dedicated persons gave of
their time and talents during the
weeks of Bible School: Glen and
Dolly Gilmore, Wayne and Carolyn
Shirton, and George and Mable
Sider. The Dobie DVBS had a large
percentage of the small town's children attending. The Kearns DVBS
included children from Virginiatown. The attendance climbed from
20 to 75 and then over 100 for the
last three nights. There were a large
number of decisions for Christ
among the children during these two
weeks. In the fall season the Kearns
Sunday School gradually increased
to a high of 38. We rejoice in the
fact that the Kearns Sunday School
won the 1967 "Sunday School of
the Year" plaque in Class D.

U.S.A.
Pennsylvania
On Sunday afternoon, November
5, 1967, an impressive rededication
service was held at the BLAIRS MILLS

Church for the beautifully

remod-

eled and redecorated sanctuary. The
total cost for the project up to that
time amounted to $2376, leaving an
indebtedness of $498—assumed by
the local congregation. The local
congregation "had a mind to work"
and a number of men gave themselves sacrificially and untiringly in
a physical way to do this outstanding job.
The church at BLANDBURG during
the past year experienced additions
and improvements which greatly
improved the beauty and facilities
of the building. An outside bulletin
board was erected with additional
landscaping and cement work to the
front of the church which has greatly added to the attractiveness of the
building. A pastor's study has been
added to one of the upstairs rooms
and space in the living quarters
formerly used for a study converted
into a kitchen. This has proved to
be very beneficial both to pastor
and family.
God has blessed the work during
the past with a number of outstanding conversions. This is a difficult
community to minister to as a result of little or no employment in
the immediate vicinity. God has
abundantly provided for the needs
of the pastor and congregation.
Your continued prayers are requested.
The congregation at the CENTER
GROVE CHAPEL, Three Springs, has

seen the Lord work in a number of
ways. One concerned an elderly
gentlemen who lived near the church
and was very much interested in our
building program but had never to
our knowledge made a profession of
salvation. Stricken with a heart attack, he was visited in the hospital
by the pastor, who found him wide
open to the Gospel and ready to
accept Christ as his Saviour. A few

Inside the Blairs Mills Church.
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vania and on the route of vacationers
going to northern points in the
States and Canada has become a
stop-off point for many travelers,
vacationers and friends. At the parsonage, they have served 600 meals
and slept approximately 100 persons
during the past year.

Center Grove Chapel.
The

weeks later, he went to meet the
Lord leaving a testimony that all
was well with his soul.
The completion this year of the
20'x20' annex to the church building
provides an overflow room to the
sanctuary and three attractive Sunday School rooms in the basement.
Total cost: approximately $5,000, of
which $2,500 was raised by the local
congregation in cash and the remainder borrowed at the bank. On
the first Sunday of the Forward
Enlargement Campaign, the congregation moved into this new annex
and started using the convenient and
efficient Sunday School facilities.

congregation

at

HUNLOCK

CREEK has continued to worship in
the Lake Silkworth Fire Hall during
the past year. Considerable study
has gone into the location and the
securing of a suitable lot on which
to build a church. There are a number of uncertainties as to the future
of the work. Your prayers for divine
guidance are urgently requested.
The work at JEMISON VALLEY, Lit-

tle Marsh, had suffered for a number of years from lack of Sunday
School teachers and workers to assist the pastor in carrying forward
the church program. Several church
families from eastern Pennsylvania
who have since moved into the area
have been a real help in the ongoing program of the church.
During a recent revival four couples and some children sought the
Lord. The young people of the
church have had the privilege of
entertaining a number of other
young people's groups of Brethren
in Christ churches. These contacts
have proved to be very profitable
and a great encouragement to the
youth of this church. This church
being a northern point in Pennsyl-

The Sunday School showed an increase of 1 5 % in October over the
past two years. The average attendance for the year was 1 3 % over
1966. A large percentage of the
teachers of the Sunday School were
enrolled again this year in a leadership training course.
The revival in November was well
attended and a number of neighboring churches shared in this revival.
This community indeed presents a
challenge and an opportunity for the
Brethren in Christ Church.
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One of the most outstanding
things during the year at LLEWELLYN
was the conversion of an adult in
the congregation. Not only has he
manifested tremendous growth in his
own Christian life but his life had
caused others to searching their
own hearts anew. The fall communion service was also outstanding.
There were approximately 21 individuals who mutually shared in a
deep sense of unity in the combined
observance of feet washing and the
Lord's Supper. Giving has reached
an all-time high during the year with
an increase in total receipts of almost $1,000 over the previous year,
as people came to realize the importance and blessing of tithing.
During the transition period between
the outgoing and the incoming pastor, Brother Cyrus Landis graciously
assisted in the work.
The

M T . HOLLY SPRINGS

congre-

gation had an exciting time during
the October 19th Forward Enlargement Campaign; a contest sent the
Sunday School pupils out into the
community in search of a Mr. X
who was a former member of the
Sunday School, but not attending at
the present time. As an incentive and
also as a reward, the pupil finding
Mr. X was given a prize and Mr. X
as well, an award for responding.
Two revival efforts during the
year—one in April and the other in
October—proved to be a great blessing to the local congregation in
uniting them and in spiritual growth
through the Bible teaching and min51

istry that was given. The congregation has been made to rejoice by
the attendance of several new families recently.
The SAVILLE Church, Ickesburg,
was thankful for new faces in attendance and renewed interest on the
part o,f older members of the congregation this past year. Indications
are that this congregation is about
to evidence an increase in attendance, souls finding the Lord and
renewed dedication of Christians
committed to the task of the Great
Commission.
1967 has been a wonderful year
at the SEARIGHTS Church, Uniontown, in western Pennsylvania. The
Bible School was one of the highlights of the year with an enrollment
of 85. Of this group 26 made decisions for Christ. During the Bible
School 150 verses were memorized.
The project of the Bible School was
to finance a Youth Conference, at
which Mrs. Lloyd Buckwalter served
as speaker. For recreation, they took
a trip to Fort Necessity where they
enjoyed a picnic in the park—a
great day for everyone.
A new feature is a Ladies Prayer
and Bible Study group held each
week with four different denominations represented. The Lord has been
working in this church and God is
to be praised for answering prayer.

. New York
Brookhaven Camp, Bloomingburg,
an arm

of the

FELLOWSHIP CHAPEL

mission church experienced a very
fruitful year. A total of 155 boys and
girls from the city benefitted from
the camp's ministry. A total of 145
sponsors paid $12.50 per child to
have them go to Brookhaven Camp
for one week. There were approximately 100 decisions for Christ dur-
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mer, it was decided to discontinue
the afternoon Sunday School; but
it had certainly been a very worthwhile adventure in soul winning.

Virginia

Brooklyn children enjoying the puppets.

ing the total period of three weeks
The Voluntary Service Unit continues to serve as an important phase
of our program at Fellowship Chapel. During the year there were 16
different volunteer service workers.
The income from these workers has
been a great benefit to missions and
their participation in the church
activities has been of great significance. One of the I-W men served as
the Youth Leader and worked with
approximately 50-100 youth per
week. The Youth Center at Fellowship Chapel was open each afternoon Monday through Thursday.
Each Wednesday at 2:00 p.m. children filled the Junior Chapel for
religious instruction. Several accepted Christ as their personal Saviour.

The BROOKLYN congregation ventured upon a new development—an
afternoon community Sunday School
in addition to the morning Sunday
School, with the purpose of reaching the many young people who
roam the streets on a Sunday afternoon. In order to get the afternoon
Sunday School off with a "bang"
two puppet demonstrations were
planned for consecutive Sunday afternoons. These were a great success
with children, teens and adults filling the chapel to overflow capacity.
A number of chairs seated two children and the front of the chapel was
filled with small children sitting
cross-legged on the ifloor. A spiritual
message brought by the ventriloquist resulted in many children and
teens accepting the Lord.

The Layette Distribution under
the direction of the mission workers
contributes toward the outreach of
the mission—new people coming to
the Sunday School as well as a number of conversions. Many of the
sewing circles share a great part in
this work. We do appreciate their
interest.

The 3:00 p.m. Sundav School
quieted down to a steady Biblecentered lesson time throughout the
winter months, kept going by the
pastor, his wife, and two volunteer
workers from the Children's Bible
Fellowship. After the two volunteers
left in May and as many city Sunday
Schools dispersed for the hot sum-

of Camp.
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ADNEY GAP Sunday School, Callaway, received special recognition for
their progress during the 19th Forward Enlargement Campaign. The
average attendance for 1967 was
101. By the end of the year prayer
meetings have increased by about
50% over previous attendances. The
Christ's Crusaders continued to be
an outstanding blessing to the local
congregation. By their own project
they financed and finished Sunday
School rooms in the basement of
the church. During the past year
they organized a youth chorus which
participated several times in special
services in the local congregation as
well as in other churches of the
community. At Christmas time they
caroled throughout the neighborhood and presented baskets to the
widows and shut-ins.
God's blessing has been upon the
work at the BETHEL, Hillsville,
church in a special way. The Sunday
School has shown an encouraging
increase with attendance, in the 80's
many Sundays. A tent meeting was
sponsored this past year by the
Bethel and Farris Mines churches.
The services were well attended with
several seeking the Lord for a deeper
experience and closer walk with
Him. The Home-Coming was an outstanding feature of community fellowship. Rev. Royton Puchet was the
guest speaker. Four responded to the
invitation and knelt at an altar of
prayer. During the year two followed the Lord in baptism and there
were four church accessions.
The CALLAWAY church sponsored
a remodeling program during the
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summer, greatly adding to the beauty of the sanctuary. (This included
new ceiling tile, new windows and
frames and refinishing the floor
and pews).
Due to the pastor's living nearly
30 miles from the church, it was felt
best to have the Sunday School in
the evening followed by the preaching service.
The FARRIS MINES, Allisonia, con-

gregation had a note-burning service in the spring, rejoicing in the
fact that their church, and parsonage
is now debt free. During the year a
number of major
improvements
were made. The kitchen of the parsonage was painted and papered.
The bathroom also was redecorated.
In the church new ceiling tile was
placed in the sanctuary, new carpet
placed on the floor and the sanctuary painted. An outstanding feature
of this year's activities has been the
sponsoring of a youth rally for the
community and neighboring churches (which was sponsored by the
local congregation). The young people at Christmas time prepared two
Christmas plays of their own creation which were well received and
presented the Christmas story in a
most dramatic way.

In the biblical play a centurion reading the decree of Caesar Augustus
(Luke 2:1).

Kentucky
The "New Look" best defines the
year 1967 at the BLOOMINGTON, Gar-

lin, church.. In the first place, it had
to do with the interior of the physical plant: newly varnished floors,
new
church furniture,
carpeted
aisles, and soft green newly painted
walls.
Better still, there has been a "New
Look" at the heart and a "New
Look" at Calvary. A past-middleaged man, overcome with conviction
in his home and with an attitude to
pray through or die, found God's
forgiveness. A man disabled by a
stroke was saved in his home and
continues true to the Lord. A young
mother called on the phone at the
parsonage and said she had just
gotten saved in her home and wanted
our prayers. Another man saw his
desperate need of God and came to
the church where he too found the
Lord. In the December revival 34
different individuals bowed at an
altar of prayer. Their countenances
gave expression to a new found inner
joy.
The Sunday School took on a
"New Look" during the last quarter
due to a 3 0 % increase in attendance
over the previous year. Truly God
has blessed. All honor and glory
belongs to Him.
During the past year several
rooms have been added to the
KNIFLEY

CHAPEL

parsonage

which

has added two additional bedrooms
and enlarged the living room. One
of the things that is immediately
noticeable when coming into the
community is the relocation of the
road and many homes in the town
of Knifley, as a result of a large
dam that is nearing completion. This
will drastically change this entire
community in the coming years
making it a resort and recreational
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area. Among the Lord's blessings
upon the work at Knifley have been
four church accessions.
Edgar Giles accepted the charge
at MILLERFIELDS church, Ella, on
May 1, 1967, and served the church
there the remainder of the year.
Previous to this time, this church
had been on a two-church circuit
with Bloomington. Your prayers for
the future of the work at this place
is requested.

Michigan
gregation is privileged to have one
of their members in I-W service at
the Genessee Memorial Hospital in
Flint, Mich. The Pastor continues to
fill a very significant role in the
community as principal of the local
school. This area is known as an
outstanding summer retreat and resort.
Even though the progress and development and the apparent results
at the M T . CARMEL, Gladwin, church
are limited, there are encouraging
signs that the seed sown in the past
is bringing forth fruit. Those who
have grown up in the Sunday School
show definite interest in participating in the Sunday School program
and activities, and are also concerned for their own spiritual needs.
This concern is also being reflected
among some of our middle-aged folk
and older persons of the community.

Ohio
highlight

of

the

Wisconsin

The DAYTON Mission, due to the

The MAPLE GROVE, Hillman, con-

A

Lord's help and almost constant help
of his pastor and other Christian
workers he now leads his family in
serving the Lord and is a free delivered man. In contrast, the second
conversion was that of a young
mother, the wife of a successful
business man. She prayed earnestly
for forgiveness and received a real
experience of salvation. Both have
been baptized.

establish them in the things of God.
There has been excellent response in
attendance from children, young
people and adults in both the Sunday
evening and the prayer meeting
services. This sign of Christian
growth and love for the Lord among
our people has been a real encouragement to the congregation and
pastor. This Sunday School has
been recognized for its progress during the 19th Forward Enlargement
Campaign.

CINCINNATI

The

nature of its program, came under
the administrative responsibility of
the Mission Board during the year
1967.
Two outstanding conversions reported during the past year present
a wonderful picture of God's power
to save. The first reflects the often
repeated story " I could handle it for
15 years . . . I started with the
social glass, but finally I became its
slave.'' This man was first attracted
by the beautiful singing of hymns
while living next door to the mission
and then his most lovely children began to attend the Sunday School.
The first five years of contact were
not promising. "I am all right," was
his theme; but he was frequently
entirely under the influence of alcohol. The Mission Church Pastor
lifted him bodily from the place
where he had fallen and on more
than one occasion putting his arm
around him drew him from the bar.
He finally hit the bottom. It was
then he came to the altar. With the

Pastor

at

SHEBOYGAN

has

continued a weekly radio ministry
over a local radio station. The Lord
has blessed the work financially and
the congregation has made substantial contributions toward the
General Conference agencies. However, the past years have been difficult years for the work here. Your
prayers that God might intervene
are urgently requested.

Oregon
The LABISH congregation, Salem,
experienced an unusual "Family
Gospel Crusade." The average nightly attendance was 70. Most of the
folk who attended the Crusade came
from the community. During this
series of meetings 15 sought the
Lord for the first time. Sunday
School attendance has been in the
60's. During the month of December
three were baptized with a baptismal
service for two previously. God has
been blessing the work in our most
northern U.S. point.

congregation was the two-weeks fall
revival with Rev. Carl G. Stump
serving as evangelist. Approximately
ten young people, who then made a
personal commitment to Jesus Christ,
have since been a real blessing to
the church. A Converts Class for
these young people has helped to
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Extension Churches
/ . Wilmer Heisey,

Allegheny Conference

Central Conference

1. Baltimore, M a r y l a n d

9. Dearborn, M i c h i g a n
10. Phoneton, O h i o
1 1 . Smithville (Pomeroy C h a p e l ) ,
Tenn.
12. McMinnville (Rolling A c r e s ) ,
Tenn.

Atlantic Conference
2.
3.
4.
5.

Director

Bellevue Park ( H a r r i s b u r g ) , Pa.
Skyline View ( H a r r i s b u r g ) , Pa.
Roanoke ( V a l l e y V i e w ) , V a .
O r l a n d o , Florida

Midwest Conference
Canadian Conference

13. C o l o r a d o Springs, Colo.

6. Hamilton ( R i d g e m o u n t ) ,
Ontario
7. Saskatoon (Massey P l a c e ) ,
Sask.
8. Delisle, Saskatchewan

Pacific Conference
14. O n t a r i o , C a l i f o r n i a
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Following the 1967 General Conference at West Milton, Ohio, a
group of men met to share with each
other their experiences as Extension
Church pastors. Henry N. Miller and
Merle E. Brubaker, active pastors
and members of the Board for Missions, served as discussion leaders.
Participants in this retreat were: J.
Allan Heise, (Hamilton, Ontario) ;
W. Rupert Turman,
(Baltimore,
Maryland) ;
Elam
0.
Dohner,
(Phoneton, Ohio) ; Nelson W. Miller, (Ontario, California) ; Ronald
Lofthouse,
(Saskatoon, Saskatchewan) ; John Arthur Brubaker, (Skyline View, Harrisburg, Pa.) ; Ethan
M. Gramm,
(Colorado
Springs,
Colorado) ; Ernest
U. Dohner,
(Smithville,
Tennessee) ;
Orvin
White, Jr., (Roanoke, Virginia) ;
Gerald Wingert, (McMinnville, Tennessee) ; Walter Lehman, (Dearborn,
Michigan) ; John K. Stoner, (Bellevue Park, Harrisburg, P a . ) . A Mission Church pastor, Leonard Chester,
Walsingham, Ontario, also participated in this retreat. The pastors
from Delisle and Orlando were unable to attend.
While the pastors' wives had their
own informal discussions, their husbands shared with each other the
challenges and complexities of pastoring an extension church. Together they recognized that, while
pastoring any church is an assignment of broad dimension, the extension church has a number of
unique factors not present in an
established congregation. The retreat was conducted without heavy
programming. It was deliberately
planned for these brethren to discover together their peculiar problems and to make possible an exchange of insights individuals have
gained. In the final session of the
retreat, the husbands and wives
shared together in articulating their
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aspirations and concerns for the
ministry of church extension. It was
generally agreed that the heart of
church extension rests with the people who become the ministering witness in the community. The group
experienced deep interest in giving
aid and encouragement to these
people.

New Pastoral Assignments
During 1967
Four congregations welcomed new
pastors during the year. Walter Lehman assumed the pastorate at DEAR-

BORN, Michigan, having served for
a number of years at Refton, Pa.
John K. Stoner accepted a call to
BELLEVUE

PARK,

Harrisburg,

Pa.,

upon the completion of his seminary
work at Goshen, Indiana. Lome
Lichty, after more than a decade of
service in Saskatchewan churches,
assumed the pastorate at Delisle,
Saskatchewan. Keith Ulery who
served in the Africa mission field,
accepted a call to Colorado Springs,
Colorado. This church, at the foot
of the majestic Rockies, is the first
Brethren in Christ congregation in
that colorful state.

Newest Units
The
Church,

Rolling

Acres

MCMINNVILLE,

Community
Tennessee,

was dedicated on January 29, 1967.
Gerald and Lucille Wingert did an
excellent job in decorating this lovely plant. Working with W. 0 .
Corbin, a Brethren in Christ building contractor from Columbia, Kentucky, this project was brought to
completion for about $42,000. Those
who have seen it are impressed with
its functional facilities and good
taste. While the church was under
construction, the Wingert family was

busy building bridges to this Tennessee community. Following the
dedication the growth in attendance
has been modest but steady.
In ROANOKE, Virginia, the progress of the Valley View congregation has been encouraging. Attendance and support have shown
healthy gains. There were 23 church
accessions during the year. Orvin
and Colleene White have a fine corps
of workers to assist in the growing
activities in the church.
In ORLANDO, Florida, the congregation continued to develop plans
for its relocation into the Holden
Park subdivision of Orlando. The
property at 1712 Cook Avenue was
sold and the pastor moved into the
remodeled parsonage at 741 Holden
Avenue.

Additions to Plant Facilities
Lome and Jeanne Lichty became
the first occupants of a lovely parsonage built during the year at
DELISLE, Saskatchewan. Brother Arnold Marr donated his services as
general contractor.
The DEARBORN, Michigan congregation took a major step forward
when it purchased a parsonage at
4016 Culver Street, about two blocks
from the church. The new property
will very adequately provide for the
needs of a pastor's family (Since
June the Walter Lehman family had
occupied the limited facilities in the
original church plant.) The church
plant can now be developed to meet
the educational needs of the congregation.
In ONTARIO, California, another
unit of educational facilities was
constructed. This project is a part
of a master plan on their 264' x 298'
lot on Baker Street.
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Financial Support
Significant progress in financial
support of the extension units was
made during 1967. The annual financial report from HAMILTON, Ontario shows that local receipts ifor
this congregation more than doubled
over the previous year. In SASKATOON, Saskatchewan, the increase in
local receipts was up by about 30 per
cent. Other congregations showed
healthy increases.

Sunday School
A number of congregations experienced substantial growth in the
Sunday School during 1967. O N TARIO, California showed an increase
of more than one-third over 1966.
BELLEVUE PARK

upped its Sunday

School attendance by about onequarter over the previous year.
DELISLE, Saskatchewan showed an
increase of more than ten per cent
over the two year period 1965-67.
SKYLINE VIEW showed an

increase

of more than ten per cent on each
of the last two years. SMITHVILLE
(Pomeroy Chapel) showed an increase in its Sunday School attendance of more than nine per cent.
This rural church draws attendance
from a population concentration
several miles east of the growing
town of Smithville.

Congregational Development
The emergence of a working congregation is the goal of every extension church. This is difficult to
gauge statistically and finds expression in many intangible ways. At
BALTIMORE the congregation experienced the loss of four valued workers (Dr. and Mrs. John Z. Martin,
Phyllis and Loine Engle). The vitality of the congregation is ex-

Studying the Word of God in an Extension Church.
pressed in its ability to adjust and
reassign responsibilities. Naturally,
this has not been easy. The Marlyn
Avenue Church has given meaningful support to each of the general
denominational board programs.
At PHONETON, Ohio the development of the congregation can be
seen in an increase in membership
of 33 per cent and an increase in
average church attendance of more
than that. Its contribution to general
church agencies more than doubled
over the previous year and represents more than eight and one-half
per cent of its congregational budget.
The strength of the SKYLINE VIEW

congregation is seen in an encouraging rise in its congregational budget

over the past several years. Membership has risen correspondingly. Its
contributions to general denominational agencies show an increase of
37 per cent during the past year.
No attempt has been made to illustrate the many opportunities for
witness and ministry in the fourteen
extension units of the denomination.
Many stories could be told. Our pastors and their faithful corps of workers encounter the realities attendant
to a spiritual advance in a secular
world. The understanding, support,
and prayers of the church are an
indispensable part in helping these
units to become self-sustaining and
productive parts of the working body
of Christ.
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Voluntary Service

Christian Service Ministries
/ . Wilmer

Heisey,

Director

In our day there are significant
opportunities for individuals to
serve as aids and assistants to missions and related programs. When
this service is rendered away from
one's home and represents nonremunerative services it has come
to be identified as Voluntary Service.
The personnel listing of this
handbook includes 108 individuals
who participated in Christian service assignments during 1967 of
which 59 are men and 49 are women.
The majority of these individuals are
between 20-25 years of age. While
commonly considered to be an activity for the young person, there is a
growing recognition that people of
retirement age, when in good health,
can render invaluable
Christian
service in certain specific assignments. The current list includes
seven individuals whose average age
is about 65.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

J a p a n (BFM)
Viet Nam (MCC)
India (BFM)
Rhodesia (BFM)
Z a m b i a (BFM)
Kenya (MCC)
C o n g o (MCC)

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

8. Israel (MCC)
9. Haiti

Dominican Republic (MCC)
N e w f o u n d l a n d (MCC)
N e w York (Bronx) (BFM)
A k r o n Hdqtrs (MCC)
Boys Village (MCC)
Chicago (BFM)
N a v a j o Mission (BFM)
San Francisco (BFM)

(MCC)

Jesus affirmed that He came into
the world to serve, and to give His
life a ransom for many. An encouraging number of our people
recognize the place of service in
Christian discipleship. Only God is
able to record the true service ren60

dered by His people. Most of this
service is given in the privacy of individual Christians' lives and goes
unrecognized by the public. The
Brethren in Christ Church has recognized, historically, the place of service in the life of the believer.

The bulk of our voluntary service
workers gave general assistance to
programs administered by Brethren
in Christ Missions. Twenty served
under programs administered by the
Mennonite Central Committee. Cooking, general maintenance, child care,
secretarial, housekeeping, etc., are
an integral part of the programs.
Without the aid of the voluntary
service personnel, mission and service programs would be seriously
hampered in accomplishing their objectives.

shared in related services to school
programs.
Several voluntary service workers
represented the church in areas of
extreme poverty and need. We had
representatives in war torn Viet
Nam, poverty stricken Haiti, India,
and the Dominican Republic. During eight of the past ten years
Brethren in Christ representatives
have served and witnessed in the
Middle East—the cross roads of the
world and focal point of age old
hatreds.

Relief and Material Aid
Through participation with the Mennonite Central Committee we have
shared in service programs in about
40 countries in the world. Material
aid valued at more than two and one
half million dollars was distributed.
Continuing the MCC's long standing
policy of contributing people rather
than only material aid, the total
MCC program represents an investment of more than four and onehalf million dollars for 1967. Records are not available to place a
cash, evaluation on the total Brethren
in Christ contribution sent in the
form of material aid. Brethren in
Christ Missions budgets funds to
participate in the overall Mennonite
Central Committee program.
The wise use of material aids is
a challenge in our times. Indiscriminant use of material aids sometimes
bring undesirable results. The experience and know-how of a reputable organization is invaluable to
the Christian community today. By
sending some of our dedicated personnel and following them with
prayer the Brethren in Christ Church
can continue to provide a faithful
testimony to Christ in this suffering
world. The work of the MCC should
always be related to our Christian

Medical ministries were supplemented by 15 voluntary service personnel. Of this number, four were
medical doctors, seven were registered nurses, and four were paramedical personnel. They served in
six different countries.
The list includes 16 teachers who
served in seven countries. Others
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of the church functioning as the
body of Christ in our world.

Peace

A ministry of love in the name of
Christ (Haiti).

responsibility in the
Matthew 25:31-46.

context

of

S p e c i a l Services
Brethren in Christ participation
continues with Mennonite Disaster
Service and Mental Health Service.
Through regional organizations our
people have the opportunity to share
in and benefit from these programs.
Their very nature makes them a
form of Christian insurance against
tragedy. They illustrate the validity
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To live in the world as true
Christians we face many baffling situations. The test of discipleship comes
to every committed Christian. The
historic recognition of our people
that Christ did not choose to use the
sword has profound implications for
us in the 60's. We recognize it as
our duty to live and serve in the
world as true disciples. This includes
sharing with our young men who are
confronted with conscription. Recognizing that the 18 year old lacks maturity and experience, it becomes a
part of the ministry of the church
to provide counsel and shepherding
for them during this difficult period
in their lives.
As the world plunges headlong
toward disaster, the church, comes
closer to the climate of the first
century. In the words of Jesus we
do not ask to be taken out of the
world but to be kept from the evil
of it. Candor helps us recognize that
we will not change the course of
history, but through a true witness
for Christ we can change the destiny
of men.

Women's Missionary
Prayer Circle
Just why prayer is so indispensable, we cannot say, but we recognize the fact even though we cannot
explain it. Some most faithful prayer
warriors, unheard and unseen, are
found throughout our brotherhood
whom God is using. For these we
praise Him!
The monthly prayer and praise
guide, the Prayer Challenge, lists
current requests from all our fields.
Annual rallies in almost all our regional areas are exceedingly well attended. For the first time the Canadian Conference experienced such a
rally this year.
When prayer is made people are
moved to share in a tangible way to
promote the work of Missions. Our
assistance this year in providing
staff housing at the Mtshabezi Mission will be part of God's answer
to a larger and more effective ministry in that area. During the year
our focus shifted from that of a
Pediatrics ward to staff housing because of the greatness of God in

making other provisions for this
particular ward. We believe very
much that this is a granting on the
part of our Heavenly Father of more
than what we had hoped in the area
of medical ministries to the people
of Mtshabezi. Staff housing will include a house for a doctor, additional housing for national staff as well
as nursing staff who may be employed there. The Junior Prayer
Bands are helping to purchase much
needed laboratory equipment for the
same hospital.
Our greatest need is for Prayer
Warriors who know how to wrestle
against the rulers of darkness. Our
greatest problem is Satan who opposes this work among the circles
because he knows what a fruitful
field it is. We want God to multiply
our Prayer Warriors to pray specifically and earnestly for the needs of
this ministry. Can we do any less for
God in such an hour as this?
Mrs. Musser Martin
WMPC secretary
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Women's Missionary
Sewing Auxiliary
"Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these my
brethren, ye have done it unto me"
(Matthew 2 5 : 4 0 ) .
The Sewing Circles are sharing
in the ministry of clothing the naked.
Indeed, the Lord takes note of these
ministries, though small, when done
as unto Him.
Clothing was sent to Nicaragua
with friends who visited there. The
aprons are especially appreciated as
well as boys' shirts and girls'
blouses.
Four mission pastors' families received clothing. Messiah Home received materials necessary in the
care of the sick and older folk.
Navajo Mission School and Hospital
has received money, sheets, pajamas,
gowns, baby items and towels. Fellowship Chapel reports continued
blessing reaped as a result of layettes given in homes.
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A drum containing gowns and
pajamas was packed and sent to
Zambia.
We were able to pack and ship to
India a bale containing 293 pieces
of children's clothing, 14 sheets and
10 towels.
Letters from those who were recipients of these items express thanks
and appreciation to those who are
willing to share in this ministry of
"serving with a needle."
Many of the Circles give time
mending at the Messiah Children's
Home, mending and
processing
clothing at the Ephrata Clothing
Center, and at the local hospitals.
These are all avenues of service rendered "In the name of Christ."
We are indebted to the United
Zion and United Christian sewing
groups for their contributions.
Mrs. Elias Musser, Secretary

Financial
Reports

Board for Missions
U.S.A. and Canada
Year Ended December. 31, 1967
Section I. OPEEATING FUND STATEMENT
U.S.A. Balance on hand, January 1, 1967
Canadian Balance on hand, January 1, 1967
U.S.A. Receipts
$299,601.16
Canadian Receipts
42,716.48
Reimbursements
3,360.81
U.S.A. Receipts for Non-Budgeted Specials
32,461.81
Canadian Receipts for Non-Budgeted Specials
1,966.40
From Reserve Funds
10,000.00
From Christian Service Ministries
725.58
From Annuity Interest Account
131.75

.-$ 10,779.42
1,750.16

390,963.99
$403,493.57

Total Receipts and Balances
Disbursements
U.S.A.
Administration
$34,453.45
Personnel Accounts
51,850.45
Conferences & Informational Services .... 8,851.05
Contingencies
3,200.00
Field Accounts
Africa General & Special
49,260.56
India General & Special
36,314.90
Bangalore General
1,620.00
Delhi General
2,943.96
Japan General & Special
18,184.31
Nicaragua General & Special
3,275.81
Chicago General
4,887.30
Navajo General
6,099.96
San Francisco General
1,560.00
Mission Churches
Extension Churches
Christian Service Ministries
Non-Budgeted Specials
Africa
India
Japan
Nicaragua
Navajo Mission
Life Line Mission
Chicago Mission

Canada
$ 2,449.54
16.56
347.85

Totals
$ 36,902.99
51,867.01
9,198.90
3,200.00

14,689.68
1,515.62
5,027.72
92.00

23,200.49
40,916.26
20,193.44

2,590.00
11,740.00
4,000.00

5,577.11
8,257.77
667.33
580.93
13,201.64
883.53
3,293.50

187.22
786.98

145,471.82
25,790.49
52,656.26
24,193.44

992.20
34,428.21
. 383,709.12
.$ 19,784.45

Total Disbursements
General fund balance, December 31, 1967
Analysis of Balance
$ 7,786.78
10,000.00

U.S.A. Balance
Reserve Funds

17,786.78
.. 1,997167_
$19,784.45

Canadian Balance
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Section II. RESTRICTED FUND STATEMENT
Balance on hand, January 1, 1967
U.S.A. Receipts
$84,276.77
Canadian Receipts
8,254.09

$ 3,230.56

92,530.86
$92,761.42

Total Receipts and Balances
Disbursements
U.S.A.
Canada
Personals
$11,148.00 $1,728.31
Non-Budgeted Specials
11,693.57
183.82
Christian Service Ministries - Restricted
4,117.32
1,439.33
In and Out
14,375.88 4,597.81
I-W & V.S. Fares
3,877.00
Refunds
209.06
Transferred to Operating Budget
32,461.81
1,966.40
Total Disbursements
Balance on hand, December 31, 1967

86,798.31
? 8,963.11

Analysis of Balance
.$9,624.69
(661.58)
$8,963.11

U.S.A. Balance
Canadian Balance

Section III. OTHER MISSION DISBURSEMENTS
San Francisco
$ 425.00
Social Security Account
,
82.30
Africa Account
188.50
Interest Paid
3,271.07
Valley View Church
2,000.00
Massey Place
2,248.42
Ridgemount
968.45
Delisle Parsonage
993.20
Canadian Bank Charges
-~
10.00
Total
7$10,186.94

Emergency and Other Funds (Home)
Emergency and Other Funds (Overseas)
Canadian Reserve Accounts
Reserves
Investments
Grand Total
Fund Balances
Operating Fund
U.S.A. Balance
U.S.A. Reserves
Canadian Balance
Balance
Restricted Fund
U.S.A
Canada
Balance
Reserve Fund
Balance
Annuity Fund
Overseas
Home
Balance
Emergency and Other Funds (Home)
Balance
Emergency and Other Funds (Overseas)
Designated India
Designated Nicaragua
Not Designated
Balance
Canadian Reserve Account
Investments
Missions Abroad
Bible Institute Relocation
Reserves
,
Total Balance

.$ 19,784.45
-

8,963.11

-

55,715.41
100.00
55,815.41

.
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43,516.73
2,150.00
7344,638.21

$

7,786.78
10,000.00
1,997.67
19,784.45
9,624.69
(661.58)
8,963.11

..$ 55,815.41
47,825.00
13,500.00
- 61,325.00
28,771.43
8,882.74
2,422.04
113,007.30
124,312.08
-

2,150.00
20,000.00
2,000.00
- 21,516.73
45,666.73
$344,638.21

I hereby certify that I have examined the U.S.A. accounts of the treasurer
of the Board for Missions as of December 31, 1967, and find them true and
correct.
John H. Hoffman, Jr., Cashier
The Union National Mount Joy Bank

Section IV. BALANCE SHEET
Year Ended December 31, 1967
Assets
Operating Fund
Cash
Restricted Fund
Cash
Reserve Fund
Cash
Accounts Receivable
Total
Annuity Fund
Cash
Property
Loan
Reserves
Church Property Investments
Total

28,771.43
124,312.08

9,677.06
33,147.94
5,000.00
5,000.00
8,500.00
61,325.00
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RHODESIA AND ZAMBIA CONSOLIDATED REPORT
Receipts
1

Opening
Balance
$ (47.08)

O

Mission Units
Bishop Rhodesia Conf
Youngways Hostel
Evangelistic Mission
108.15
Education Secretary
Financial Secretary
Matopo Bkm House
Rogean Flats
226.98
Matopo Secondary
Matopo Staff Units
Matopo Mission
.
Bulawayo Outstations
Mtshabezi T. T
Mtshabezi Mission
Mtshabezi Hospital
983.19
Wanezi Secondary
Wanezi Staff Unit
Wanezi Mission
Wanezi Bible School
142.19
Wanezi Outstations
Phumula Mission
Phumula Hospital
226.00
Central Office
101.52
D.L.T.T. Staff Units
...
272.31
Choma Secondary Staff ....
448.72
Macha Secondary Staff ....
Macha Mission
Macha Hospital
Sikalongo Mission
Sikalongo Hospital
Nahumba Mission
Totals
$ 2,461.98

Mission
Board

$

840.00
6,730.50

Government
Grant

3,570.00
2,268.00
3,822.00
2,688.00
2,688.00
1,019.20
2,319.32
2,800.00
5,827.50
686.70
3,251.44
3,195.50
6,670.35
3,024.92
1,400.00
1,785.70

4,840.96
980.00
840.07

$14,231.53

School
Income

1,120.00
4,689.58
4,395.76
1,820.00
2,604.00
7,424.87
1,680.00
1,400.00
46,942.03
3,415.31
9,810.12
7,705.49
$140,023.79

Farm, Store,
Medical
Income

578.06
268.32
1,933.14
1,041.60
38,793.11
5,128.95
21,356.82
20,650.57

643.50
2,006.06
12,699.62
172.85

Misc.
Income

396.23
203.00
184.06
840.48
53.09
99.79
35.00
200.62
66.10
95.71
36.72
1,616.93
17.31

2,803.83
871.30
821.26
479.58

8,661.72
3,141.70
1,830.08

16,335.13
1,491.21
14,020.19

68.23
14.00
71.73
82.47
1,906.80
151.90
1,922.43
11.81
260.80
3,026.27
192.47

$96,606.14

1,727.85
$62,479.45

1,055.65
$ 12,609.60

217.70
1,413.44

Keceipts &
Total
Balances

; 4,759.13
9,201.50
4,114.21
4,106.54
3,009.41
1,933.14
2,287.78
41,212.26
2,835.00
11,157.07
752.80
25,347.51
5,238.28
21,970.13
23,848.36
1,417.31
4,589.53
5,922.72
1,955.26
6,438.61
6,117.67
4,668.32
3,028.20
9,796.04
1,691.81
26,657.57
54,601.13
19,458.07
9,810.12
10,487.01
$328,412.49

Expenses
Mission Units

Mission
Operation

Bishop Rhodesia Conf
$ 3,881.15
Youngways Hostel
8,471.45
Evangelistic Mission
3,875.67
Education Secretary
3,634.16
Financial Secretary
2,876.25
Matopo Bkm House
1,585.24
Rogean Flats
1,731.14
Matopo Secondary
Matopo Staff Units
2,548.92
Matopo Mission
5,298.80
Bulawayo Outstations
513.56
Mtshabezi T. T
Mtshabezi Mission
1,895.22
Mtshabezi Hospital ...
4,405.82
Wanezi Secondary
..
Wanezi Staff Unit
.....
840.58
Wanezi Mission
1,390.16
Wanezi Bible School
917.74
Wanezi Outstations
Phumula Mission
5,656.62
Phumula Hospital
2,268.30
Central Office
4,238.55
D.L.T.T. Staff Units
2,584.27
Choma Secondary Staff .... 8,648.54
Macha Secondary Staff .... 1,005.73
Macha Mission
11,351.59
Macha Hospital
4,158.23
Sikalongo Mission
2,190.27
Sikalongo Hospital
699.48
Nahumba Mission
5,329.12
Totals
$91,996.56

X.a"bor

School
Expenses

300.48
432.93
191.58
312.20
165.42
331.10

89.34

3,247.80
239.87
2,503.66

31,467.21

1,494.53
1,314.62
3,672.21
836.94
280.74
1,409.19
2,632.24

20,360.48

798.60
1,898.86
252.19
356.08
672.61
135.88
6,551.18
9,056.15
1,533.00
2,372.02
981.90
$43,973.98

Farm, Store,
Medical
Expense

2,941.01
208.68
1,383.28
7,153.61
17,185.62
2,093.24
1,635.83

4,381.50
2,182.91
904.57
$ 80,211.36

1,365.74
112.73
299.63
2,513.49

8,471.65
18,078.41
9,653.98
2,914.15
2,237.10
$57,422.80

Misc.
Expense

365.46
247.72
46.96
64.28
36.07
16.80
171.68
156.10
110.94
30.41
14.00
39.91
143.71
3,644.66
77.01
11.08
141.96
134.97
143.66
119.39
185.74
20.16
164.68
143.46
20.89
224.62
36.68
$ 6,513.00

Total
Expense

4,547.09
9,241.44
4,114,21
4,010.64
3,077.74
1,933.14
1,902.82
34,871.11
2,899.73
10,773.88
736.24
21,894.92
4,736.83
18,876.30
18,099.57
1,132.40
4,307.05
5,890.92
1,779.49
6,874.24
6,866.39
4,510.90
3,105.03
9,464.61
1,162.50
30,755.92
33,700.32
14,318.50
5,985.65
8,548.12
$280,117.70

Closing1
Balance

212.04
(39.94)
-095.90
(68.33)
-0384.96
6,341.15
(64.73)
383.19
16.56
3,452.59
501.45
3,093.83
5,748.79
284.91
282.48
31.80
175.77
(435.63)
(748.72)
157.42
(76.83)
331.43
529.31
4,098.35
20,900.81
5,139.57
3,824.47
1,938.89
$ 48,294.79

MISSION CHURCHES
local
Receipts
Canada
Paddockwood (North Star) $
452.30
Port Rowan
3,127.19
Virginiatown
2,232,67
United States
Allisonia
'.... 3,079.27
Blairs Mills
2,831.34
Blandbur,g
2,571.03
Bronx
.
36,517.37
Brooklyn
3,099.19
Callaway (Adney Gap)
3,848.50
Callaway
1,991.70
Cincinnati
5,308.13
to Columbia (Millerfields)
963.66
Garlin (Bloomington)
2,640.15
Gladwin
1,853.52
Hillman
1,520.44
Hillsville
2,652.11
Hunlock Creek
1,195.59
r
Ickesburg
*1,497.95
Knifley
5,067.75
Little Marsh
3,844.22
Llewellyn
3,719.22
Mt. Holly Springs
4,308.67
Salem
2,477.41
Sheboygan
3,285.91
Three Springs
1,863.83
Uniontown
2,538.02
Williamsburg
635.87
Grand totals for year ....$105,123.01
^Estimated

Churchat-Large

Local
Operating'
Expenses

General
Church
Agencies

$ 1,300.00
840.00
300.00

$

$

999.96
999.63
900.00
3,533.35
3,240.00
1,104.00
300.00
900.00
700.00
1,100.00
180.00
500.00
900.00
420.00
180.00
240.00
1,200.00
720.00
850.00
1,567.84
600.00
120.00
1,099.75
180.00
$24,974.53

3,149.60
3,256.66
2,844.37
32,643.75
4,449.63
3,991.52
2,002.90
4,286.49
1,663.66
2,384.99
983.52
1,625.04
3,370.00
1,681.16
*1,369.20
2,777.15
3,352.23
3,374.13
3,748.34
3,826.84
3,700.66
1,285.38
2,849.46
663.22
$101,438.13

Board
Subsidy

t ~

32.00
150.00
185.31

—
—

2,353.19
226.98

—
—

334.50

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

50.00
125.00

—
—
—

300.00

—
—
—
$3,756.98

1,734.43
2,501.50
1,922.30

17.87
545.95
353.63
107.00
70.00

Capital
Outlay

$

Grand
Total

-

$

919.74

—

12.44
$6,867.11

578.20
788.31
140.21
$21,860.47

4,264.54
3,830.97
3,471.03
42,403.91
6,566.17
4,952.50
2,291.70
6,542.63
1,663.66
3,740.15
2,033.52
2,020.44
3,552.11
1,681.16
*1,677.95
5,357.75
5,169.22
5,044.22
5,158.67
4,045.25
4,185.91
1,983.83
3,637.77
815.87
$134,493.09

General
Church
Agencies

Capital
Outlay

G-rand
Total

—

2,035.00
35.00
100.00

—

195.45

—

1,008.04
504.31
626.66
7,725.16
1,854.56
860.68
288.80
635.00

1,752.30
3,967.19
2,682.67

—

20.00
1,050.00
190.00
29.86

1,335.16

—

—
—

*225.00
105.71
25.00
133.82
410.13

—

1,085.25
120.00

—

—
—

152.07
1,580.07
1,645.09

—

1,000.00
218.41

—

EXTENSION CHURCHES

Canada
Delisle
Hamilton
Saskatoon
United States
Baltimore
Colorado Springs
Dearborn
Harrisburg (Bellevue Park)
Harrisburg (Skyline View)
McMinnville
Ontario
Orlando
Phoneton
Roanoke
Smithville

Local
Receipts

Church.
at-Iiarge

$ 2,777.87
6,209.07
7,543.19

$1,483.80
340.00

14,606.24
8,182.03
6,299.52
5,400.00*
20,910.90
13,573.00
1,984.90
9,978.96
9,831.72
9,221.35
5,986.72
3,407.79

Grand totals for 1967 ....$120,513.26

—

442.99

—
30.00
479.31
200.00

—
700.00
88.90

—
50.00
3,815.00

Xiocal
Operating"
Expenses

Board
Subsidy

$

240.00
6,218.45
6,468.45
6,000.00
3,600.00
1,686.67
1,800.00
6,500.00
6,000.00
3,284.00 **
5,000.00
3,210.00
2,100.00
8,000.00
2,001.64

$62,109.21

75.00
188.75
1,048.86

$ 1,268.00
2,919.93
1,468.45

9,342.15
8,994.62
5,802.28

1,114.11
135.00
656.16

9,216.60
1,885.25
6,789.00

20,606.24
12,225.02
7,986.19

11,858.68
14,732.25
10,617.13

1,483.68
923.57
90.87

6,707.33
4,600.00

22,740.90
20,552.31
11,468.90

8,410.38
5,567.52
7,908.47
13,773.37
4,830.08

235.00
648.39
987.29
125.00
368.10

3,500.00
3,001.26
1,672.09
1,389.93

$125,213.74

3,079.78

$44,417.84

$

2,702.99
9,496.34
11,177.48

Income from sale of former church (not included in totals).
Subsidy from Central Conference Extension Board (included in totals).

$

—

—

$

4,501.67
12,767.52
14,011.64

14,978.96
13,741.72
11,410.25
13,986.72
5,459.43
$186,437.47

Chicago Mission
January 1, 1967 to December 31, 1967
Balance on hand January 1, 1967

.$

620.51

Receipts
$8,498.38
673.00
41.00
194.29

Mission board
Personal gifts
S. S. classes
Miscellaneous

9,406.67
.$10,027.18

Total Receipts and Balance
Expenses
Mission
Summer
Budget
Team
$ 976.00
; 30.oo
557.95
417.41
634.33
1,009.80
115.50
186.45
86.63
211.71
529.30
363.17
221.65
250.99
18.00
3,655.00
$8,449.99
$813.90

Salary
Food
Automobile
Maintenance
Telephone
Gas
Electric
Fuel
Insurance
Program
Miscellaneous
Capital-improvements

Total
$1,006.00
975.36
634.33
1,009.80
301.95
86.63
211.71
529.30
363.17
472.64
18.00
3,655.00

Balance on hand December 31, 1967

Purnea
Madhipura
Barjora
Banmamkhi
Office of superintendent
Church executive, evangelistic
Church executive, education
Non-recurring specials and jeep replacement
Oakland cottage (non budgeted but paid from budget area)
Total budgeted expenditures
Restricted, Non Budget BFM Receipts
Missionary residence
From nurses association
Reading room
Madhipura Christian Hospital
SPIC Christmas
Saharsa school
Famine relief
Furlough
Personals
Miscellaneous
:
Total
!

Mission Treasurer
Community Bible Clubs
Radio - F.E.B.C
Total

$1,620.00
780.00
80.00
$2,480.00

Delhi Accounts
9,263.89
763.29
763.29

January 1, 1967 to December 31, 1967
Mission Treasurer
Non-Brethren in Christ contributions
Total

$2,943.96
2,700.00
....$5,643.96

October 1, 1966 to September 30, 1967
Receipts, Budgeted from BFM

September 30, 1967
Income
$20,598.11
907.30
1,684.19
4,641.34
55.00
3,704.93
409.67
200.00
6,738.20
..$38,938.74

Expenditures, Budgeted
$13,343.36
11.74
73.73
1,892.80

74

9,967.22
170.46
215.00
500.00
137.86
112.00
215.80
590.00
1,587.75
_
106.00
$13,602.09

Bangalore Accounts

*SAHARSA LITERATURE CENTER

Missionary maintenance
Treasurer's administration
Grants and fees
Saharsa

-

January 1, 1967 to December 31, 1967

India
General Fund
Specials
Evangelistic
Literature
SPIC, orphans and schools
Benevolent
Medical
Homemakers
Non-recurring specials
Not earmarked and misc
Total budgeted receipts

849.74
3,145.66
- 1,964.70
- 2,362.30
—
582.93
1,462.80
2,918.61
4,105.89
„ 8,230.43
$40,944.86

Mission Funds
Gifts
Library Fees
Sales
Miscellaneous
,
Current Work Operations

,
f

,.... 5500.00
547.50
111.25
3504.98
1400.52
3642.67

Expenses
Salaries
Supplies
Upkeep and Equipment
Freight and Postage
Operation and Maintenance
Miscellaneous
Balance on hand
14706.92
*These figures are in rupees. To change to dollars divide by 7.50.

75

2620.00
764.61
371.91
449.43
254.43
715.13
9531.41
14706.92

*BARJORA FARM
July 1, 1966 to September 18, 1967
2,534.56
Receipts
Grain sold
3,990.48
M.C.C. receipts
3,498.20
*Wages in grain
4,815.00
Land sold for canal
330.00
Expenses
Wages
,....,
3,598.04
*Wages in grain (160 mds. rice, wheat, corn)
4,815.00
Capital investment
.
.
2,024.00
Supplies and Operations
3,813.25
Canal Construction
622.41
Canal water fees
,
167.00
Loan
50.00
Contribution to Barjora Church
250.00
Debit balance
171.46
15,339.70
' 15,339.70
Grain on hand, September 18, 1967
55 mds. rice
20 mds. marawa
35 mds. wheat
5 mds. corn
13% acres of rice planted
4 acres of rahar dal planted
*These figures are in rupees. To change to dollars divide by 7.50.
Balance July 1, 1966

Japan
January 1, 1967 to December 31, 1967
GENERAL FUND
Receipts
Board
Teaching and Preaching
Miscellaneous Reserves
Total Receipts

$20,852.50
1,268.85
119.32
$22,240.67

Disbursements
Advance to Books
$ 1,666.66
Advance to Stoner
277.77
Advance to General Fund
850.51
Miscellaneous
1,384.79
Total Disbursements
Balance on hand December 31, 1967
RESTRICTED RESERVES
Camp site, etc. (dormitory, JMLA)
$
Board for Missions
Balance on hand December 31, 1967

76

790.85
262.18
$ 1,053.03

The Life Line Mission of
San Francisco, Inc.
January 1, 1967 to December 31, 1967
Balance on hand January 1, 1967

$

318.19

Receipts
Room Rental
Offerings — S. S., etc
General Donations
Contributions
Subsidy — Mission Board
Miscellaneous
Transfer of Funds
Interest on Savings, etc
Loan

$ 7,567.50
4,140.05
8,398.51
2,124.27
1,743.30
234.00
7,836.40
1,013.38
6,000.00
39,057.41
$39,375.60

Total Receipts and Balance
Disbursements

Disbursements
Missionary Support
$11,277.33
Evangelism, Broadcasting, Bookstore
4,889.95
Office Miscellaneous
1,460.35
Property and Equipment Rent
2,499.91
Transportation
2,963.64
Total Disbursements
Balance on hand December 31, 1967
CAR FUND
Balance and Receipts
$ 1,420.10
Car Purchase for Nagato
916.80
Balance on hand December 31, 1967
CHURCH BUILDING
Balance and Interest
MISSION RESIDENCE FUND
Balance and Interest
REISER VES
Balance
$ 3,542.86
Miscellaneous Income
2,364.02
Total Receipts

...$ 4,179.77
$ 1,727.07

($

$

23,091.18
850.51)

503.30

$ 5,644.70
$12,669.10

$ 5,906.88

Staff Allowance
Food
Utilities
Garbage
Laundry
Property Repairs
Supplies
Medical
Transportation
Insurance — Taxes
Life Line Reporter, etc
Operations
Rent for Mission
Paid on Note
Folsom Expense Account
Escrow on Property
917 Building Fund

$ 3,338.01
2,521.79
3,506.82
670.20
489.13
3,006.62
699.87
156.27
2,941.88
4,317.64
1,469.62
1,136.87
3,765.50
1,000.00
7,379.28
2,000.00
766.91

Balance on hand December 31, 1967
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39,086.41
$ 289.19

Nicaragua

Navajo Mission

January 1, 1967 to December 31, 1967
Expenses

Bloomfield, New Mexico
January 1, 1967 to December 31, 1967
General
Fund
Balance on hand January 1, 1967
$ 6,654.19
Receipts
Medical and Hospital
$23,403.32
Special Services
3,430.35
Legacies, bequests and contributions
32,337.37
Donations
8,825.13
State Grants
1,243.81
Tuition and Board
704.13
Mission Board
6,099.96
Other Income
854.54
76,898.61
Total Receipts and Balance
$83,552.80

Plant
Fund
$213,268.92

78

;.
+

.

$2,223.70
. - 1,052.11
$3,275.81

Women's Missionary
Prayer Circle
Year Ending December 31, 1967
Balance January 1, 1967
United States
$ 846.67
Canada
91.88
Total
.,

Disbursements
Salaries and Services
$ 8,037.26
Medical Supplies
9,212.85
Transportation
4,084.93
Food Supplies
12,674.64
Housekeeping Supplies and Expense
5,859.14
Utilities
4,634.33
School Supplies
1,573.94
Building Maintenance
6,188.36
Insurance
1,577.80
Navajo News, etc
2,081.47
Miscellaneous
627.97
Farm Expense
818.62
Evangelism
430.26
~
57,801.57
Balance
$25,751.23 $213,268.92
Transfer to Plant Fund
.(19,362.83)
19,362.83
Balance on hand December 31, 1967
.$ 6,388.40~ $232,631.75
Items of Interest
Receipts from Mission Operations which include medical,
Sunday Schools, Camp Meeting, etc
Receipts from Church-at-Large
Cash
Non-Cash
Receipts non-Brethren in Christ
Cash
Non-Cash
Local Op. Expenses
Mission
Sunday School
Chaco Sunday School
Capital Outlay
,

General Fund
Special Fund
Total Expenses

$33,446.30
24,527.96
4,772.21
4,300.51
4,052.92
57,801.57
606.15
156.20
19,362.83

United States
Canada
Total
Receipts plus balance
Challenge Publication
Mailing and Postage
Conference and Literature
Administrative
Scripture Calendars
Jr. Prayer Band Exp
Total
Balance December 31, 1967
United States
Canada
Total

$ 938.55

2,016.44
132.00
...,
Disbursfiiticiits
$ 813.50
332.19
377.45 10.00
• 41.90
1.39
147.38
._.
73.00
1,712.42 84.39
-

- - 2,148.44
3,086.99
$813.50
332.19
387.45
43.29
147.38
73.00
1,796.81

1,150.69
139.49
,....$1,290.18
Marjorie H. Haines, U.S. Treasurer
Cora Sider, Canada Treasurer
t

Women's Missionary
Sewing Auxiliary
January 1, 1967 to January 1, 1968
Balance on hand
$412.63
Receipts
- 937.25
Total Receipts
t
Total Expenditures
Balance on hand, January 1, 1968
Beula W. Knepper, Treasurer
Audited by Harold L. Pyke
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$1,349.88
577.09
$ 772.79

A Summary Report of Sewing Circles Activities
As Reported by Circles from All Conference Districts
Mennonite Central Committee
New Clothing
Used Clothing
World Missions
New Clothing
Used Clothing
Home Missions
New Clothing
Used Clothing
Christmas Bundles
Soap
Blankets
Local Needy and Other Items
Total
United Zion Sewing Circle

$ 5,693.47
13,557.70

$19,251.17

1,945.66
263.00

2,208.66

3,588.43
2,139.29
,

J,
i

5,727.72
10,176.37
221.47
2,955.63
2,567.77
43,108.79
992.50

1967 WMPC Project — Navajo Chapel
(United States)
(Canada)
Total
Junior Project for Chapel Furnishings:
(United States)
(Canada)
Total

80

$10,540.94
809.95
,....$11,350.89
a.

,

$ 1,663.61
182.15
$ 1,845.76

Statistical
Reports

I

•

Church and School Activity an d Miss ionary Personnel in Africa, E ecember 31, 1967
Missionary National Preach - Com- Enquirmuni- ers'
Staff Church ing
Workers Appts. cants Class

co

RHODESIA
Bishop's Office—Residence
Education S e c r e t a r y
Evangelism Team
Financial S e c r e t a r y
Matopo Book R o o m / B u l a w a y o Churches
Matopo Mission
Matopo District
Mtshabezi Mission
Mtshabezi District
Mtshabezi Mission Hospital
P h u m u l a M i s s i o n / G w a a i District
P h u m u l a Mission Hospital
W a n e z i Mission
Wanezi Bible I n s t i t u t e
W a n e z i District
Y o u n g w a y s Hostel
Orientation/Language Study
Totals
ZAMBIA
Bishop's Office—Residence
Education S e c r e t a r y / N a h u m b a Mission
Choma Secondary School**
Choma Book Room
Macha District
Macha Mission and Hospital
Sikalongo District
David Livingstone Teacher T r a i n i n g College**
Totals
T o t a l s for Africa

3
2
2
1
3
15*
rj:\:

5*
2
3*
7
2
3*
6
61*
2
2
9
3*
7
8
2
5
38*
99

Schools

<0

a
a
3

s

2
5
1
40
2
44
2
24

Sunday Schools
? St
bp<8

GO
O

•J
""I

0)

S a y Board- TeachEnroll.
ingers
Enroll.

44

156
319
1,353
115
1,214

80
87
783
14
844

5
2
37.
3
36

460
400
1,985
150
1,620

23
44
129
14
72

421
4,277
650
5,774

22

215

343

22

789

29

1,340

145

87

1

264

15

5
37

1

310
315
179
179

36

51

44

994

619

30

1,900

60

3,289

214
18
214

172

304

4,511

2,857

136

7,568

386

15,760

1,429

3
3
4
77
14
46

1
1

19
76

5
34

1
1

65
395

2
4

157

25
1
16
1
45
349

684

308
207
251

29
1
19
1
52
188

2,578
410
971
70
4,406
11,974

44
17
28
5
100
1,486

4,117
1,219
2,590

110
50

8,083
23,843

570
1,99?

X47***
319

425
37
1,241
5,752

805
3,662

*Includes short term workers (I-W or VS)
**Cooperative with other mission societies
***National workers and teachers not separated in Zambia because of compilation in Missions Office

29
128
30
142

410

6
4
118
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Grand Totals for Year
*Estimated

1966

1967

1966

1967

3°

12
26
17

12
30
20

30
69
73

24
63
61

46
36
10
47
46
2
43
18
18
21
26

51
35
15
62
51
2
45
18
24
44
27

75
71
40
68
97
71
53
52
44
29

73
67
40
78
118
26
80
60
70
61
55

368

436

772

876

0«!

1967

1966

29
48

30
33

30
72
82

40
60
73

33
39
20
39
56

133
s:5
67
*70
94

*20
36
18
34
29

32
30
27
51
54
21
20
33
27
34
26

82

138
68
51
87
104
24
107
56
61
68
90

401

418

917

1,027

1966

El
O

H "i

«>

Canada
Delisle
Hamilton
Saskatoon
United States
Baltimore
Colorado Springs
Dearborn
Harrisburg (Bellevue Park)
Harrisburg (Skyline View)
McMinnville
Ontario
Orlando
Phoneton
Roanoke
Smithville

5

+=

!»5

79
*65
60

1967

1963

1967

*90
84

123
87

89
89

110

*64
97
—
90

83
95
44
126

78

32
35

3
3
7
1
5
15
5

84

63
95
81

40
12
43
25
25
50
20
114
37
15

23
3

765

907

536
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*INDIA MISSION STATION
October 1, 1966 to September 30, 1967
Saharsa
Mission
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Madhipura
Mission

Balance, October 1, 1966
6,066.90
10,161.57
Receipts
Mission treasurer
19,559.42
39,150.98
Rent
385.00
1,350.00
Sale of land and products
106.89
195.37
General liability
2,198.60
1,650.00
Loans and suspense items
10,686.13
15,960.73
Hostel receipts
—
—
Hospital income
—
88,306.58
Miscellaneous
1,071.00
10,646.51
District funds
—
—
Total receipts and balance
40,073.94
16,421.74
Expenditures
Administration
1,405.48
1,361.30
Station operations
2,497.94
5,060.29
Auto operations
3,023.42
3,882.19
Benevolence and food
877.13
3,036.13
Medical
—
112,392.67
Education, hostel, etc
—
—
Loans and suspense
11,445.56
12,305.22
General liability
4,337.67
2,595.00
Literature and conference
5,500.00
—
Miscellaneous
1,589.01
10,000.00
Church
—
270.13
Dist. Supt. a/c
—
3,086.22
Total expenditures
..30,676.21
153,989.15
Balance, September 30, 1967
9,397.73
13,432.59
*These figures are in rupees. To change to dollars divide by 7.50.

Banmanklii
Mission

Barjora
Mission

7,188.11

4,618.99

21,689.25
—
110.00
8,850.00
3,546.23
—
—
11,377.35
3,877.86
56,638.80

22,241.79

4,214.03
4,503.99
2,943.25
120.00
33.87
4,951.77
2,248.90
8,200.00
4,833.87
14,632.41
3,835.09
—
50,517.18
6,121.62

Purnea
Mission

56,254.05

110.00
4,906.04
13,695.75

9,000.00
1,837.33

581.00

1,645.61

46,153.57

68,736.99

1,435.66
3,417.66
3,117.02
2,490.94

1,525.75
1,244.13
3,209.58
60.00
20.36

—

21,022.90
5,200.00

—

—
—

6,320.09

1,837.33
7,000.00
347.25
51,844.04

43,004.27
3,149.30

67,088.44
1,648.55

CO

^1

Japan — 1967

India Growth in Membership
and Giving Since 1962

Category

Locations
39
48
68

1965
1966
1967

Growth in giving listed in rupees

BREAKDOWN FOR 1967:
Adult Assemblies
Bible Training and S. S.
English Classes
Ladies Groups
Youth Groups

12 000

25
11
24
4
4
68

No. of
Weekly
Meetings
45
36
44

Enrollment
908
1,011
1,501

15
8
19

Vh

1
44

387
242
730
87
55
1,501

Average
Attendance
498
579
999
228.5
142.8
538.7
54
35
999.0

11,000

Worker, Membership and Statistics

10,000
9,000
1965
1966
1967

8,000

Lay-Pastors S.S. Teachers Baptisms
14
15
13
10
14
11
12
19
7

Offerings
$1,350.00
1,632.28
2,040.63

Losses
4
2
7

Membership
98
110
110

7.000

/

6,000
5,000
4,000

The Life Line Mission

3,000
2,000
1,000
800
600
400
200

San Francisco, California

* * **
- - *• ,, ' ' '
m

*

1962

"

*

*

*»

1963

For Year Ending December 1967

1964

1965

1966

1967

. . , , Total Christian Community
Membership

88

(Communicants)

Attendance
Chapel Adult Sunday School
Chapel Junior Sunday School
Chapel Adult Morning Service
Chapel Junior Morning Service
Chapel Wednesday Bible Study
Chapel Fellowship Hour (Sunday Eve.)
Mission Service
Mission Altar Response
Chapel Altar Response
Clinic for 6 months

Total
1,500
1,626
2,481
1,263
1,391
1,708
30,349
103
23
548

Meals Served
Mission Breakfast
Retreat Meals
Guerrero Street Meals

30,349
10,576
6,984

89

Average
28
30
46
23
26
31

22

29
19
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Personnel
Listings

Administrators
Rev. Henry N. Hostetter, Executive Secretary and Director of Missions,
R.D. 1, Washington Boro, Pa. 17582
Rev. Isaac S. Kanode, Director of Mission Churches, 220 S. Hanover St.,
Hummelstown, Pa. 17036
Rev. J. Wilmer Heisey, Director of Extension and Director of Christian
Service Ministries, R.D. 1, Box 252, Mount Joy, Pa. 17552
Rev. Ross Nigh, Canadian Coordinator, R.D. 1, Stevensville, Ont., Canada

Board for Missions
1967-1968
Rev. Samuel F. Wolgemuth, Chairman, 103 E. Park Ave. E., Wheaton, 111.
60165
Rev. David E. Climenhaga, Assistant Chairman, 529 W. Penn Ave., Cleona,
Pa. 17042
Dr. Kenneth B. Hoover, Secretary, Grantham, Pa. 17027
Mr. Mark S. Hess, U. S. Treasurer, 24 Carlton Road, Hershey, Pa. 17033
Rev. Ross Nigh, Canadian Treasurer, R.D. 1, Stevensville, Ont., Canada
Dr. Paul G. Lenhert, 103 E. George St., Arcanum, Ohio 45304
Rev. Charles W. Rife, 462 Center St., Chambersburg, Pa. 17201
Mr. Eldon F. Bert, 885 W. Arrow Highway, Upland, Calif. 91786
Rev. Merle E. Brubaker, 8650 Beatty, N.W., Massillon, Ohio 44646
Rev. Amos Buckwalter, 953 W. Arrow Highway, Upland, Calif. 91786
Mr. Charles F. Frcy, R.D. 2, Conestoga, Pa. 17516
Rev. John D. Garman, 907 Trotter Crescent, Saskatoon, Sask., Canada
Mr. Raymond S. Hess, 334 Fairview Ave., Souderton, Pa. 18964
Rev. Glenn A. Hensel, 204 E. Seventh St., Abilene, Kan. 67410
Rev. William R. Hoke, 308 N. Main St., Pleasant Hill, Ohio 45359
Dr. Howard Landis, Jr., Grantham, Pa. 17027
Rev. Henry N. Miller, R.D. 1, Abilene, Kan. 67410
Rev. Charles Rickel, 13770 Oaks Ave., Chino, Calif. 91710
Rev. Richard S. Royer, 5868 Tody Road, Goodrich, Mich. 48438
Rev. David Sellers, R.D. 4, Lebanon, Pa. 17042
Rev. Luke G. Showalter, R.D. 2, Lititz, Pa. 17543
Rev. Andrew H. Slagenweit, 7425 W. Mishler Drive, West Milton, Ohio 45383
Rev. E. J. Swalm, Duntroon, Ont., Canada
Bishop C. B. Byers, ex officio, 501 E. Mulberry St., Elizabethtown, Pa. 17022
Bishop A. M. Climenhaga, ex officio, 691 Ukiah Way, Upland, Calif. 91786
Bishop H. A. Ginder, ex officio, 8 Hellam Drive, Mechanicsburg, Pa. 17055
Bishop J. N. Hostetter, ex officio, Box 8, Nappanee, Ind. 46550
Bishop Roy V. Sider, ex officio, R.D. 1, Sherkston, Ont., Canada

95

Personnel
serving with Brethren in Christ Missions
as of December 31, 1967
Furlough dates attached to overseas
personnel
AFRICA
RHODESIA
Field Chairman: P. 0. Box 223,
Bulawayo, Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. Ira M. Stern 1973
Bishop's Residence and Office: P. O.
Box 711, Bulawayo, Rhodesia, Africa
Bishop and Mrs. Alvin J. Book,
1971
Miss Edna M. Switzer, 1972
Education Secretary: c/o P. O. Box
711, Bulawayo, Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. J. Robert Lehman,
,1970
Evangelism Team: c/o P. O. Box 711,
Bulawayo, Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Glenn C. Frey, 1971
Financial Secretary: Private Bag M
101, Bulawayo, Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Chester R. Heisey,
1968
Matopo Book Room: P. O. Box 554,
Bulawayo, Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Donald R. Zook,
1970
Mrs. Mary H. (Brenaman) Brechbill, 1971
Matopo Mission: Private Bag T 190,
Bulawayo, Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Kenneth A. Bulgrien, 1969
Miss Donna L. Sollenberger, 1973
Matopo Secondary School: Private
Bag T 191, Bulawayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Rev. and Mrs. J. Harold Stern,
1970
Miss Miriam G. Frey, 1969
Miss Anna J. Graybill, 1970
Miss Erma G. Lehman, 1973
Miss Dorothy M. Martin, 1971
Miss Mildred E. Myers, 1969
Miss Lois Jean Sider, 1972
Miss Barbara J. Stansfield, 1971
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Mtshabezi Mission: Private Bag M
116, Bulawayo, Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Albert R. Harvey,
1973
Miss JoAnne Brubaker, 1970
Miss Nancy J. Kreider, 1973
Mtshabezi Mission Hospital: Private
Bag M 101, Bulawayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Dr. and Mrs. J. Myron Stern, 1968
Miss Erma Jean Gish, 1972
Mtshabezi Outstations: Private Bag
M 116, Bulawayo, Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. George E. Bundy,
1973
Phumula Mission: Private Bag T 188,
Bulawayo, Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Jacob R. Shenk, 1970
Phumula Mission Hospital: Private
Bag T 188, Bulawayo, Rhodesia,
Africa
Wanezi Mission: Private Bag S 180,
Bulawayo, Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Carl V. Ginder, 1968
Mr. and Mrs. Carl L. Kmepper,
1972
Miss Miriam L. Heise, 1973
Miss Ellen R. Hoover, 1972
Miss Sharon L. Weisser, 1971
Wanezi Bible Institute: Private Bag
S 129, Bulawayo, Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Luke L. Keefer,
1973
Youngways Hostel (for Missionary
Children): 40 Leander Avenue, Hillside, Bulawayo, Rhodesia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Ira M. Stern, 1973
ZAMBIA
Bishop's Residence and Office: P. O.
Box 115, Choma, Zambia, Africa
Bishop and Mrs. J. Earl Musser,
1968

Choma Bookroom: P . O. Box 198,
Choma Zambia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. George K. Kibler,
1973
Choma Secondary School: P. O. Box
92, Choma, Zambia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Mervin A. Brubaker, 1969
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Nissly, 1973
Miss Lona S. Brubaker, 1968
David Livingstone Teacher Training
College: Private Bag 1, Livingstone,
Zambia, Africa
Bishop and Mrs. H. Frank Kipe,
1972
Rev. and Mrs. Lamar F. Fretz,
1969
Miss Fannie Longenecker, 1972
Macha Mission: Private Bag llxc,
Choma, Zambia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Glenn J. Schwartz,
1972
Miss Anna L. Kettering, 1968
Miss Edith E. Miller, 1971
Macha Mission Hospital: Private
Bag l l x c , Choma, Zambia, Africa
Dr. and Mrs. Robert K. Worman,
1968
Miss Mary E. Heisey, 1973
Miss Shirley A. Heisey, 1969
Miss Eva Mae Peters, 1973
Nahumba Mission: P. O. Box 173,
Choma, Zambia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. David M. Brubaker,
1970
Sikalongo Mission: P. O. Box 131,
Choma, Zambia, Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Frederic L. Holland,
1968
INDIA
General Superintendent's Residence,
Banmankhi Mission: P. O. Banmankhi, N. E. Railway, District Purnea,
Bihar, India
Rev. and Mrs. Harvey R. Sider,
1973
Saharsa Mission: Mission House,
P. O. Saharsa, N.E. Railway, District
Saharsa, Bihar, India
Miss Erma Z. Hare, 1969
Miss Esther G. Book, 1972
Barjora Mission: P. O. Barjora via
Tirbeniganj, District Saharsa, Bihar,
India
Rev. and Mrs. James R. Cober,
1969
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Madhipura Mission: P. O. Madhipura,
N.E. Railway, District Saharsa, Bihar, India
Dr. and Mrs. Lowell Mann, 196a
Miss Leora G. Yoder, 1973
P. O. Purnea, District Purnea, Bihar,
India
Rev. and Mrs. John R. Sider, 1970
FEBAI, 7, Commissariat Road, Bangalore 25, India
Rev. and Mrs. Allen S. Buckwalter,
1969
12/A Underhill Lane, Delhi 6, India
Rev. and Mrs. Joseph B. Smith,
1970
JAPAN
General Superintendent's Residence:
228, 4-Chome, Nukui-Machi, Koganeishi, Tokyo, Japan
Rev. and Mrs. John W. Graybill,
1968
Nakamura, Yoshiki, Yamaguchi-shi,
Yamaguchi-ken, Japan
Rev. and Mrs. Peter A. Willms,
1970
1179 Higashi Fukagawa, Nagato-shi,
Yamaguchi-ken, Japan
Rev. and Mrs. Doyle C. Book,
1972
NICARAGUA
Apartado 1044, Managua, Nicaragua,
C. A.
Rev. and Mrs. Howard Wolgemuth
UNITED STATES
Chicago
6039 South Halsted St., Chicago.
111. 60621
Mr. Charles Rife, Jr., Supt.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank G. Landis
New Mexico (Navajo Mission)
Bloomfield, N. M. 87413
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel F. Minter
Miss Rosa Eyster
Mrs. Martha Garber
Miss Suie Hess
Miss Anna Marie Hoover
Miss Mary Olive Lady
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Ludwig, Jr.
Miss Jane Monn
Miss Verna Mae Ressler
Interpreter: John Peter Yazzie
San Francisco (Life Line Chapel)
422 Guerrero St., San Francisco,
Calif. 94110
Rev. and Mrs. Cletus Naylor

San Francisco (Life Line Mission)
917 Folsom St., Sam Francisco,
Calif. 94103
Rev. Harold Paulus
MISSIONARIES ON FURLOUGH
Africa
JMiss Velnia R. Brillinger, Box 273,
<Gormley, Ont., Canada
Eev. and Mrs. A. Graybill Brubaker,
c/o Oscar Stern, Roaring Spring,
Pa. 16673
Rev. and Mrs. Joseph H. Ginder, R.
3, Manheim, Pa. 17545
Miss Ruth E. Hock, 27 N. Queen
Street, Shippensburg, Pa. 17257

Dr. R. Virginia Kauffman, 11385
First Ave., Hesperia, Calif. 92345
Miss Martha L. Lady, c/o C. A.
Lady, Abilene, Kansas 67410
Miss Gladys I. Lehman, c/o Rev.
Simon Lehman, Jr., R. 1, Mechanicsburg, Pa. 17055
Mr. and Mrs. Robert T. Mann,
Grantham, Pa. 17027
Miss Eva Mae Melhorn, 3433 Lower
Glades Road, York, Pa. 17402
Miss Evelyn Noel, 1827 Berryhill St.,
Harrisburg, Pa. 17109
Japan
Rev. and Mrs. Marlin E. Zook, 1713
South 13th Street, Goshen, Ind.
46526

MISSION CHURCHES
Canada
Paddockwood (North S t a r ) : Meath Park, Sask., Canada
Rev. D. Maurice Moore, Pastor, Mrs. Mabel Moore, Box 64, Meath Park,
Sask., Canada
Port Rowan (Walsingham): Walsingham, Ont., Canada
Rev. Leonard Chester, R.R. 1, Walsingham, Ont., Canada
Virginiatown: Virginiatown, Ont., Canada
Rev. Eldon Byer, Box 362, Virginiatown, Ont., Canada
United States
Allisonia (Farris Mines): Allisonia Va.
Rev. Arthur Brubaker, Allisonia, Va. 24310
Blairs Mills: Blairs Mills, Pa.
Rev. William Swartz, R.D. 2, Box 243, Mifflintown, Pa. 17059
Blandburg: Blandburg, Pa.
Rev. William K. Berry, Box 55, Blandburg, Pa. 16619
Bronx (Fellowship Chapel): 246 E. Tremont Ave., Bronx, N. Y. 10457
Rev. Paul D. Hill, Superintendent; Mrs. Evalyn Hill, Esther Robinson
Brooklyn: 958 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 11205
Rev. Harold E. Bowers, Pastor; Mrs. Catherine Bowers
Callaway (Adney Gap): Callaway, Va.
Robert L. Nichols, Deacon in charge, Copper Hill, Va. 24070
Callaway: Callaway, Va.
Rev. Calvin B. Fulton, 1531 Riverdale Road, S. E., Roanoke, Va. 24014
Cincinnati: 2951 Sidney Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 45225
Rev. DeWitt W. Engle
Columbia (Millerf ields): Columbia, Ky.
Rev. Edgar Giles, R.D. 1, Knifley, Ky. 42753
Dayton: 831 Herman Ave., Dayton, Ohio
Rev. Ohmer U. Herr, R.D. 1, Box 241, Clayton, Ohio 45315
Garlin (Bloomington): Garlin, Ky.
Rev. Avery Sollenberger, Jr., R.D. 3, Box 157, Columbia, Ky. 42728
Gladwin (Mt. Carmel): Gladwin, Mich.
Rev. Gary G. Lyons, R.D. 4, Gladwin, Mich. 48624
Hillman (Maple Grove): Hillman, Mich. 49746
Rev. L. Eugene Wingert, R.D. 1, Hillman, Mich. 49746
Hillsville (Bethel): Hillsville, Va.
Rev. Arthur Brubaker, Allisonia, Va. 24310

Hunlock Creek: Hunlock Creek, Pa.
Rev. Ross Morningstar, 331 Vine St., Berwick, Pa. 18603
Ickesburg (Saville): Ickesbung, Pa.
Rev. Milford Brubaker, R.D. 2, Newville, Pa. 17241
Knifley (Knifley Chapel): Knifley, Ky.
Rev. Atlee Hershberger, Knifley, Ky. 42753
Little Marsh (Jemison Valley): Little Marsh, Pa.
Rev. Larry Strouse, R.D. 3, Westfield, Pa. 16950
Llewellyn: Llewellyn, Pa.
Rev. Larry Steffee, Box 117, Llewellyn, Pa. 17944
Mt. Holly Springs: Mt. Holly Springs, Pa.
Rev. Edward Hackman, Mt. Holly Springs, Pa. 17065
Salem (Labish Community Church): 4522 Scott Ave., N.E., Salem, Ore.
Rev. Art Cooper, 4306 Scott Ave., N.E., Salem, Ore. 97303
Sheboygan: 1325 Carl Ave., Sheboygan, Wis. 53081
Rev. Tyrus R. Cobb
Three Springs (Center Grove Chapel): Three Springs, Pa.
Rev. Marion Walker, R.D. 1, Three Springs, Pa. 17264
Uniontown (Searights): Uniontown, Pa.
Rev. George D. Kipe, R. D. 4, Box 332, Uniontown, Pa. 15401
Williamsburg (Mt. E t n a ) : Williamsburg, Pa.
Rev. Amos K. Stern, R.D. 2, Box 259A, Hollidaysburg, Pa. 16648

EXTENSION CHURCHES
Canada
Delisle (Community Chapel): Delisle, Sask., Canada
Rev. Lome Lichty, Box 212, Delisle, Sask., Canada
Hamilton (Ridgemount): Cor. of Jameston and Caledon Sts., Hamilton, Ontario, Canada
Rev. J. Allan Heise, 18 Amanda St., Hamilton, Ont., Canada
Saskatoon (Massey Place): Saskatoon, Sask., Canada
Rev. Ronald Lofthouse, 1 Malta St., Saskatoon, Sask., Canada
United States
Baltimore (Marlyn Avenue): 611 S. Marlyn Ave., Baltimore, Md.
Rev. W. Rupert Turman, 925 Homberg Ave., Baltimore, Md. 21221
Colorado Springs (Mountain View Chapel): 2507 E- Buena Ventura, Colorado
Springs, Colo.
Rev. Keith Ulery, .1425 McArthur, Colorado Springs, Colo. 80909
Dearborn: 4411 Detroit St., Dearborn, Mich.
Rev. Walter S. Lehman, 4016 Culver St., Dearborn, Mich. 48125
Harrisburg (Bellevue P a r k ) : 2001 Chestnut St., Harrisburg, Pa.
Rev. John K. Stoner, 1803 Mulberry St., Harrisbm-g, Pa. 17104
Harrisburg (Skyline View): 7733 Hillcrest Ave., Harrisburg, Pa.
Rev. John Arthur Brubaker, 7717 Hillcrest Ave., Harrisburg, Pa. 17112.
McMinnville (Rolling Acres Community Church): McMinnville, Tenn.
Rev. Gerald Wingert, 401 Pace St., McMinnville, Tenn. 37111
Ontario: 9590 Baker Ave., Ontario, Calif.
Rev. Nelson W. Miller, 1224 Baker Ave., Ontario, Calif. 91762
Orlando: Orlando, Fla.
Rev. Maurice Bender, 741 Holden Ave., Orlando, Fla. 32809
Phoneton: Phoneton, Ohio
Rev. Elam O. Dohner, Box 95, Phoneton, Ohio 45355
Roanoke (Valley View): 5648 Oakland Blvd. and Verndale Dr., N.W., Roanoke
Va.
Rev. Orvin White, Jr., 509 Elden Ave., N. E., Roanoke, Va. 24014
Smithville (Pomeroy Chapel): Smithville, Tenn.
Rev. Ernest U. Dohner, R.D. 3, Smithville Tenn. 37166
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CHRISTIAN SERVICE PERSONNEL
Voluntary Service assignees are listed alphabetically under the country in
which they serve. The sponsoring agency is identified: BFM—Board for
Missions; MOC—Mennonite Central Committee.
Africa
USA
AKRON (MCC)
CONGO (MCC)
Judy Alleman
*
Jack and Marilyn Wolgemuth
*
Doris Jean (Brechbiel)
KENYA (MCC)
Bickhart
Michael Brown
Larry Lehman
RHODESIA (BFM)
** John McBeth
**
David S. Groff
BOYS VILLAGE (MCC)
**
Howard C. Hall
David L. Lehman
**
Esther E. 'Hennigh
CHICAGO (BFM)
Marjorie L. Hoover
James E. Melhorn
*
Frank and Diana Landis
David L. Musser
LIFE LINE MISSION (BFM)
*
Roger and Joann Sider
**
Carol Jean (Heisey)
Raymond and Anita Wingerd
Armstrong
ZAMBIA (BFM)
**
Donald and Helen Booser
Samuel Z. Bert
Norma J. Burkholder
Lois F. Brubaker
Emma Jean Heisey
*
Eva Byers
Carol Herr
**
Larry F. Crider
Paul Hochstetler
** P. Douglas Crider
Jean Lehman
**
Stanley F. Eyster
Norman Mowery
** Ronald E. Gayman
Frances Musser
*
Dorothy J. Gish
John L. Oberholser
*
David F. Kipe, Jr.
Betty Lou Potteiger
**
Paul R. Kline
David E. Shonk
Roy and Esther Mann
NAVAJO MISSION (BFM)
Judson L. Mellinger
** Anna Brubaker
*
Sharon M. Miller
Samuel and Lucy Brubaker
*
Ted E. Mitten
*
Bobby and Shirley Craghead
Robert J. and Marian Musser
W. Eugene Haas
**
Gerald M. Peckman
Marilyn M. Heisey
John W. Schock, Jr.
Nelson E. Heisey
** Jesse K. Stoner
*
Oren L. Hofstetter
*
Allen Stutzman
*
Eunice Hoover
Richard and Diana Trautwein
Luke Keefer, Jr.
Donald L. Wingert
** Wesley and Donna Lenhert
*
Sophia Reynolds
Canada
Naomi Sentz
*
Lois Snook
NEWFOUNDLAND (MCC)
** Earl and Martha Stern
Marilyn Ebersole
Margaret E. Witter
Noel and Carol Falk
John D. Martin
Joyce Wolgemuth
Dominican Republic (MCC)
NEW YORK (BFM)
**
Bert R. Sider
Leon and Bonnie Buckwalter
Haiti (MCC)
*
Jeanmarie Degler
**
Henry and Edna Kreider
*** Allen DeShong
India (BFM)
*** Donald Detweiler
Esther Mae Lenhert
Leon Engle
Japan (BFM)
Wayne and Claudia Jane
Klinefelter
*
J. Andrew Stoner
** Joanne Kreider
Jordan-Israel (MCC)
** Carolyn Rotz
Joe and Elaine Haines
Luther Schwartz
Lebanon (MCC)
*
Dorcas Slagenweit
**
Doris Jean (Brechbiel)
** Lois Snook
Bickhart
Charles Sollenberger
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*
Wayne Steffee
*** Jacob and Rhoda Stern
Lillian Winger
REEDLEY (MCC)
Norman and Eunice Wingert
Viet Nam (MCC)
Kenneth Keefer
Key
*
Entered service during 1967
**
Completed service during 1967
*** Served part of 1967
BRETHREN IN CHRIST
PERSONNEL SERVING UNDER
AND SUPPORTED BY OTHER
ORGANIZATIONS
Miss Shirley Bitner, c/o Joe Bitner,
Sherkston, Ontario. (YFC, Regions
Beyond Missions) On furlough.
Mr. and Mrs. David Carlson, c/o
Trans World Radio, Box 141,
Monte
Carlo, Monaco
(Trans
World Radio)
Miss Ethel Doner, Port-de-Paix,
Haiti, West Indies.
Miss Anna R. Engle, 10 Devenish
Court, Devenish St., Sunnyside,
Pretoria, South Africa (Evangelical Alliance Mission)
Miss Gulabi McCarty, c/o Rev. Allen
S. Buckwalter, FEBAI, 7, Commissariat Road, Bangalore 25, India
(YFC, Regions Beyond Missions)
Rev. and Mrs. John Pawelski, San
Salvador, Zacatecas, Mexico. (Mexican Evangelistic Mission)
Miss Lois Raser, San Salvador,
Zacatecas, Mexico. (Mexican Evangelistic Mission)
Dr. and Mrs. Alvan E. Thuma, P. 0.
Box 63, Choma, Zambia, Africa.
Miss Harriet Trautwein, Apo. 24,
San Juanito, Chihuahua, Mexico.
(Mexican Evangelistic Mission)
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Wolgemuth, c/o
Inst. Linguistico de Verano, Apo.
22067, Mexico 22, D. F. Mexico.
(Wycliffe Bible Translators)
FORMER AND RETIRED
MISSIONARIES
Miss Beulah Arnold, 614 Lebanon
Ave., Campbellsville, Ky. 42718
Miss Lula Asper, 637 Second Ave.,
Upland, Calif. 91786

Mrs. Lois Frey Barham, 1 Marconi
Ave., Mufulira, Zambia, Africa
Miss Evelyn Bohland, 921 Palmer
Rd., Columbus, Ohio 43200
Miss Ruth Book, c/o Rev. Paul Book,
2396 East Turkeyfoot Lake Rd.,
Akron 12, Ohio 44312
Dr. and Mrs. Titus M. Books, 2001
Paxton St., Harrisburg, Pa. 17111
Rev. and Mrs. Albert Brenaman, R.
2, Mechanicsburg, Pa. 17055
Bishop and Mrs. H. H. Brubaker,
724 Winn Drive, Upland, Calif.
91786
Miss Norma Brubaker, 103 North
Hazel St., Manheim, Pa. 17545
Mrs. Katie Smith Buckwalter, 472
E. Arrow Hwy., Upland, Calif.
91786
Bishop and Mrs. A. M. Climenhaga,
691 Ukiah Way, Upland, Calif.
91786
Rev. and Mrs. David E. Climenhaga,
529 W. Penn Ave., Cleona, Pa.
17042
Rev. John A. Climenhaga, 2001 Paxton St., Harrisburg, Pa. 17111
Rev Cecil I. Cullen, R. 1, Gorrie,
Ontaria, Canada
Miss Lois P. Davidson, Messiah College, Grantham, Pa. 17027
Mrs. Florence Hensel Davis, Grantham, Pa. 17027
Rev. and Mrs. Amos Dick, Box 185,
Silverdale, Pa. 18962
Mrs. Esther Buckwalter Duncan,
Allisonia, Va. 24310
Rev. and Mrs. Charles E. Engle, 355
W. Arrow Hwy., Upland, Calif.
91786
Rev. and Mrs. Charles F. Eshelman,
Grantham, Pa. 17027
Mrs. Martha Kauffman Eshe'man,
651 E. Arrow Hwy., Upland, Calif.
91786
Mrs. Cora Alvis Evey, R. 4, Box 497,
Olympia, Wash. 98501
Miss Anna M. Eyster, 316 W. Arrow
Hwy., Upland, Calif. 91786
Mrs. Ethelda Eyer Feaster, 632 W.
Harvard Place, Ontario, Calif.
91762
Miss Ella Gayman, 256 E. " F " St.,
Upland, Calif. 91786
Rev. and Mrs. J. Paul George,
Pleasant Hill, Ohio 45359
Mrs. Verna Ginder, R. 3, Box 257,
Manheim, Pa. 17545
Rev. and Mrs. David B. Hall, 620 N.
First Ave., Upland, Calif. 91786
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Mr. and Mrs. Clarence E. Heise, 321
Park St., Elizabethtown, Pa. 17022
Mrs. Mabel Frey Hensel, 6084 Linglestown Ed., Linglestown, Pa.
17.112
Rev. and Mrs. J. Elwood Hershey,
Box 500, Troy, Ohio 45373
Rev. and Mrs. William R. Hoke, Box
142, Pleasant Hill, Ohio 45359
Miss Kathryn H. Hossler, 52 Sager
Rd., Elizabethtown, Pa. 17022
Mrs. Mary Engle Howland, 1517
Hartford Rd., Manhattan, Kan.
66502
Miss Ruth Hunt, Messiah College,
Grantham, Pa. 17027
Miss Mary C. Kreider, R. 2, Box 330,
Mt. Joy, Pa. 17552
Rev. and Mrs. Jesse P. Lady, 762
Ukiah Way, Upland, Calif. 91786
Mrs. Anna Steckley Lehman, Box 20,
Carlisle, Pa. 17013
Miss Edna Lehman, R. 9, York, Pa.
,17402
Miss Rhoda Lenhert, 103 E. George
St., Arcanum, Ohio 45304
Miss Verda Moyer, 41 Hillside Ave.,
Souderton, Pa. 18964
Mrs. Mary Dick Myers, Box 163,
State Line, Pa. 17263
Rev. and Mrs. George E. Paulus, 147
Adams Ave., Souderton, Pa. 18964
Dr. and Mrs. George E. Paulus, Jr.,
Dillsburg, Pa. 17019
Rev. and Mrs. Arthur L. Pye, R. 4,
Fenwick, Ontario, Canada
Rev. David Rohrer, 2421 East Oneida
St., Pasadena, Calif. 91107
Miss Effie Rohrer, 2421 East Oneida
St., Pasadena, Calif. 91107

Miss Emma Rosenberger, 16 Broadhead Ave., Apt. 4, Jamestown,
N. Y. 14701
Miss Mary Jane Shoalts, R. 1, Wellandport, Ontario, Canada
Rev. and Mrs. Lewis B. Sider,
Grantham, Pa. 17027
Mrs. Pauline Frey Sider, 315 N. San
Antonio Ave., Upland, Calif. 91786
Mr. Lewis Steckley, 816 N. Buckeye
St., Abilene, Kan. 67410
Miss Mary E. Stoner, R. 2, Box 75,
Mifflintown, Pa. 17059
Rev. and Mrs. Keith D. Ulery, 1425
McArthur, Colorado Springs, Colo.
80909
Rev. Jesse W. Wenger, 217 N. Walnut St., Englewood, Ohio 45322
Mr. Andrew Winger, 40628 Florida
Ave., Hemet, Calif. 92343
Rev. and Mrs. Bert Winger, Centre
Hall, Pa. 16828
Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Winger, 7558
Camino Norte, Cucamonga, Calif.
95709
Rev. W. O. Winger, Grantham, Pa.
17027
Rev. and Mrs. Chester F. Wingert,
R. 3, Waynesboro, Pa. 17268
Miss Anna R. Wolgemuth, R. 3, Elizabethtown, Pa. 17022
HONORARY MEMBERS, FORMER
BOARD FOR WORLD MISSIONS
Rev. I. W. Musser, 2001 Paxton St.,
Harrisburg, Pa. 17111
Rev. Graybill Wolgemuth, R. 2, Mt.
Joy, Pa. 17552

Revised Listing World Missions
Personnel Who Served Under General Conference Assignment, 1897-1966
Dates of Service: Year missionary left homeland; year arrived in America,
unless deceased.
Arnold, Beulah
Asper, Lula Grace
Barham, Lois (Frey)
Bitner, Shirley
Bohland, Evelyn
Book, Alvin J.
Book, Mrs. Alvin (Thata)
Book, Doyle
Book, Mrs. Doyle (Thelma)
Book, Esther G.
Book, Ruth E.
Books, Titus M.
Books, Mrs. Titus (Eva)
Brechbill, Beulah (Musser)
Brechbill, Mary (Breneman)
Brechbill, Sadie (Book)
Breneman, Albert
Breneman, Mrs. Albert (Mary)
Brillinger, Velma
Brubaker, A. Graybill
Brubaker, Mrs. Graybill (Ethel)
Brubaker, David
Brubaker, Mrs. David (Leona)
Brubaker, Henry H,
Brubaker, Mrs. Henry (Grace)
Brubaker, JoAmne
Brubaker, Lona S.
Brubaker, Mervin
Brubaker, Mrs. Mervin (Myrtle)
Brubaker, Norma G.
Buckwalter, Allen S.
Buckwalter, Mrs. Allen (Leoda)
Bulgrien, Kenneth A.
Bulgrien, Mrs. Kenneth (Elva)
Bundy, George E.
Bundy, Mrs. George (Ethel)
Climenhaga, Arthur M.
Climenhaga, Mrs. Arthur (Arlene)
Climenhaga, David E.
Climenhaga, Mrs. David E. (Dorcas)
Climenhaga, John A.
Climenhaga, Mrs. John (Emma)
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1947-64
1946-54
1930-37
1946-53
1954-57
195019501957195719531951-61
1959-65
1959-65
1920-28
1929-56, 1965191.1-40
1940-49
1940-49
195419531953196419641922-51
1924-51
19641962196319631956-63
1939193919631956195419521945-60
1945-60
1946-65
1946-65
1921-29
1921-29

Cober, Hannah (Baker)
Cober, James R.
Cober, Mrs. James (Doris)
Conklin, Verna (Gibble)
Cress, G. Clifford
Cress, Mrs. Clifford (Sara)
Cullen, Cecil I.
Cullen, Mrs. Cecil (Janie)
Davidson, H. Frances
Davidson, Lois P.
Dick, Amos D. M.
Dick, Mrs. Amos (Nellie)
Doner, Levi
Doner, Mrs. Levi (Emma)
Doner, Mrs. Levi (Sallie)
Duncan, Esther (Buckwalter)
Engle, Anna R.
Engle, Charles
E-ngle, Mrs. Charles (Lucille)
Engle, Mrs. Charles (Kathryn)
Engle, Jesse M.
Engle, Mrs. Jesse (Elizabeth)
Engle, Mary C.
Eshelman, Charles F.
Eshelman, Mrs. Charles (Mary)
Eshelman, Martha (Kauffman)
Evey, Cora B. (Alvis)
Eyer, Elmer S.
Eyer, Mrs. Elmer (Ethelda)
(Mrs. Virgil Feaster)
Eyster, Anna M.
Eyster, Jesse R.
Eyster, Mrs. Jesse (Malinda)
Foote, Ruth (Byer)
Fretz, Lamar
Fretz, Mrs. Lamar (Anna Mae)
Frey, Glenn C.
Frey, Mrs. Glenn (Beth)
Frey, Harvey J.
Frey, Mrs. Harvey (Emma)
Frey, Mabel
Frey, Miriam G.
Gayman, B. Ella
George, J. Paul
George, Mrs. Paul (Esther)
Ginder, Amos A.
Ginder, Mrs. Amos (Verna)
Ginder, Carl V.
Ginder, Mrs. Carl (Eleanor)
Ginder, Joseph G.
Ginder, Mrs. Joseph (Anna L.)

1913- 22
19641964
1964- 65
1899- 1900
1899- 1900
1929- 38
1929- 38
1897- ,1923
1955 •61
1918- 62
1918- 62
1901- 11
1901 •04
1904- 37
1936- •42
1926- 56
1929- 45, 1949-62
1929 •42
1937 •46, 1949-62
1897- 1900
1897- 1900
1952. 66
1929 •48
1929 •48
1924- 50
1911- 19
1936- 51
1936- •51
1931-57
1902-13
1902-13
1915-36
19631963195219481905-36
1905-40
1936-63
19651919-47
1937-47
1937-47
1945
1945-52
1962196219621962-
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1921-25
195819661948195719571932-52
1932-52
1947196019601919-26
1919-26
1934-55
1953196219621908-31
195219631946-62
1936-63
1937-63
19551945-68
1945-63
1955195519661955-61
1945-65
195419511959195919521952196619661933-50
19541918-20
1918-49
1954-60
1954-60
19541905-12
1918-51
1938-64
1960-

Ginter, Lila (Coon)
Gish, Dorothy J.
Gish, Erma Jean
Graybill, Anna
Graybill, John W.
Graybill, Mrs. John (Lucille)
Hall, David B.
Hall, Mrs. David (Mable)
Hare, Erma Z.
Harvey, Albert R.
Harvey, Mrs. Albert (Perle)
Heise, Clarence
Heise, Mrs. Clarence (Ruth)
Heise, Mrs. Clarence (Elizabeth)
Heise, Miriam L.
Heisey, Chester R.
Heisey, Mrs. Chester (Geraldine)
Heisey, Mary Elizabeth
Heisey, Mary E.
Heisey, Shirley A.
Hensel, Florence R.
Hershey, J. Elwood
Hershey, Mrs. Elwood (Dorothy)
Hock, Ruth E.
Hoke, William R.
Hoke, Mrs. William (Mary)
Holland, Fredric
Holland, Mrs. Fredric (Grace)
Hoover, Ellen R.
Hossler, Kathryn
Hunt, Ruth T.
Kauffman, R. Virginia
Kettering, Anna L.
Kibler, George K.
Kibler, Mrs. George (Rachel)
Kipe, H. Frank
Kipe, Mrs. Frank (Blanche)
Knepper, Carl
Knepper, Mrs. Carl (Winifred)
Kreider, Mary C.
Kreider, Nancy J.
Lady, Harvey C.
Lady, Mrs. Harvey (Naomi)
Lady, Jesse F.
Lady, Mrs. Jesse (Lucille)
Lady, Martha
Landis, Maggie
Lehman, Anna (Steckley)
Lehman, Edna E.
Lehman, Erma G.
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Lehman, Gladys I.
Lehman, Isaac O.

19531899-1901,
1910-21
1897-1901,
1910-21
195619561946-61
1946196119591959196419641922-55
1922-24
1936-55
1948195419571933-52
1905-12
1905-12
195119511920-28
1920-28
1924-26
195619611925-52
1925-52
1954-59
1954-59
1958-60
1958-60
19601950-65
1950-65
1915-23
1915-23
1913-39, .1945-52
1945-51
19661966195819581939
1953-65
1962-

Lehman, Mrs. Isaac (Alice)
Lehman, J. Robert
Lehman, Mrs. Robert (Agnes)
Lenhert, Rhoda G.
Longenecker, Fannie
Mann, Erma R.
Mann, Lowell
Mann, Mrs. Lowell (Anna Jean)
Mann, Robert T.
Mann, Mrs. Robert (Carolyn)
Mann, Roy H.
Mann, Mrs. Roy (Grace)
Mann, Mrs. Roy (Esther)
Martin, _ Dorothy M.
Melhorn, Eva Mae
Miller, Edith E.
Moyer, Verda
Musser, Amos L.
Musser, Mrs. Amos (Katie)
Musser, J. Earl
Musser, Mrs. J. Earl (Lois)
Myers, J. Lester
Myers, Mrs. Lester (Emma)
Myers, Mary (Dick)
Myers, Mildred E.
Noel, Evelyn R.
Paulus, George E.
Paulus, Mrs. George (Blanche)
Paulus, George, Jr.
Paulus, Mrs. George, Jr. (Gladys)
Pawelski, John
Pawelski, Mrs. John (Ruth)
Peters, Eva Mae
Pye, Arthur L.
Pye, Mrs. Arthur (Phyllis)
Rohrer, David E.
Rohrer, Mrs. David E. (Lottie)
Rohrer, M. Effie
Rosenberger, Emma
Schwartz, Glenn J.
Schwartz, Mrs. Glenn (Verna)
Shenk, Jacob R.
Shenk, Mrs. Jacob (Nancy Jo)
Shenk, Martha
Shoalts, Mary Jane
Sider, Harvey
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Sider, Mrs. Harvey (Erma)
Sider, John R.
Sider, Mrs. John (Ethel)
Sider, Lewis B.
Sider, Mrs. Lewis (Gladys)
Sider, Lois Jean
Sider, Pauline (Frey)
Smith, Henry L.
Smith, Mrs. Henry (Katie)
(Mrs. H. W. Buckwalter)
Smith, Joseph B.
Smith, Mrs. Joseph B. (Marietta)
Stansfield, Barbara J.
Steckley, Lewis B.
Steckley, Mrs. Lewis (Elizabeth)
Steigerwald, Henry P.
Steigerwald, Mrs. Henry (Grace)
(Mrs. David B. Keeports)
Stern, Ira M.
Stern, Mrs. Ira (Miriam)
Stern, J. Harold
Stern, Mrs. Harold (Alvera)
Stern, J. Myron
Stern, Mrs. Myron (Linda)
Stoner, Mary E.
Switzer, Edna M.
Taylor, Myron
Taylor, Mrs. Myron (Adda)
Thuma, Alvan E.
Thuma, Mrs. Alvan (Ardys)
Ulery, Keith D.
Ulery, Mrs. Keith (Lucille)
Weisser, Sharon L.
Wenger, Jesse
Wenger, Mrs. Jesse (Docia)
Werkman, Maria (Cressman)
Willms, Peter A.
Willms, Mrs. Peter (Mary)
Winger, Andrew
Winger, Annie E.
Winger, Bert E.
Winger, Mrs. Bert (Frances)
Winger, Cyrus A.
Winger, Mrs. Cyrus (Minnie)
Winger, Walter O.
Winger, Mrs. Walter (Abbie)
Wingert, Chester F.
Wingert, Mrs. Chester (Ruth)
Wolgemuth, Anna R.
Wolgemuth, Howard

1962196519651946-61
1946-61
19661953-59
1913-24
1913-28
1950195019651911-41
1907-41
1901-28
1901-31
1952195219641964196219621953- 65
19521907- 31
1905- 32
1951- 65
1951- 65
1962- 66
1962- 66
19651908- 09, 1912-14
1908- 09, 1912-14
1906- 07
1953195319.13- 20
1921- 54
1945- 52
1945- 52
1928- a 6
1928 •36
1911- 47
1905- 08, ,1911-47
1949- 56
1949- 56
1932 60
1955107

Wolgemuth, Mrs. Howard (Pearl)
Worman, Robert K.
Worman, Mrs. Robert (Winifred)
Yoder, Leora G.
Zook, Donald R.
Zook, Mrs. Donald (Anna Ruth)
Zook, Marlin E.
Zook, Mrs. Marlin (Ruth)

19551962196219361957195719631963-

Henry and Annie (Stoner) Angeney accompanied the Amos Musser party
to India in 1905 but soon severed their relationship with the Brethren in
Christ Mission, never having received financial aid from the Mission Board.

Corrections
Home Missions
(Personnel Listing, pages 106-120, 1967 HANDBOOK)
Error: page 113
Jones

Paul

1943-50

Correction:
Zoerb, Pearl (Jones)

1943-50

Error: page 116
Reighard

Walter

1923-42

Reighard

Mrs. Walter

1926-42

Correction:
Reighard, Walter

1922-43

Reighard, Mrs. Walter

1926-43
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